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rsorrac 13313.1 : 1996 (rt)

INTERNATIONAL srnnmrm ’

rru-r ascommanomron

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY - GENERIC CODING OF MOVING

PICTURES AND ASSOCIATED AUDIO INFORMATION: SYSTEMS

SECTION 1 — GENERAL

1.] Scope

This Recommendation I International standard specifies the system layer of the coding. It was developed principally to
support the combination of the video and audio coding methods defined in Parts 2 and 3 of ISO/[EC 13818. The system
layer supports five basic functions:

1) the synchronization of multiple compressed streams on decoding:

2) the interleaving of multiple compressed streams into a single stream;

3) the initialization of buffering for decoding start up; ‘

4) A continuous buffer management; and
5) time identification.

An ITU-T Rec. I-I.222.0 I ISO/IEC 13818-1 multiplexed bit stream is either a Transport Stream or a Program Stream.
Both streams are constructed from PES packets and packets containing other necessary information. Both stream types
support multiplexing of video and audio compressed streams from one program with a common time base. 'I'he
Transport Stream additionally supports the multiplexing of video and audio compressed streams from multiple
programs with independent time bases. For almost error-free environments the Program Stream is generally more
appropriate. supporting software processing of program information. 11te Transport Stream is more suitable for use in
environments where errors are likely. '

An I'1'U-T Rec. I-l.222.0 I ISO/[EC 13818-l multiplexed bit stream, whether a Transport Stream or a Program Sueam. is
‘ constructed in two layers: the outermost layer is the system layer. and the innermost is the compression layer. The

system layer provides the functions necessary for using one or more compressed data streams in a system. The video and
audio parts of this Specification define the compression coding layer for audio and video data. Coding of other types of
data is not defined by this Specification. but is supported by the system layer provided that the other types of data adhere
to the constraints defined in 2.7.

1.2_ Norrnatlve references I

The following Recommendations and International Standards contain provisions which, through reference in this text.
constitute provisions of this Recommendation I International Standard. At the time of publication. the editions indicated
were valid. All Recommendations and Standards are subject to revision. and parties to agreements based on this
Recommendation I International Standard are encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the most recent
edition of the Recommendations and Standards indicated below. Members of EC and ISO maintain registers of
currently valid International Standards. The Telecommunication Standardization Bureau of the I'I'U maintains a list of
currently valid ITU-‘I’ Recommendations.

1.3 ‘Identical Recommendations I International Standards

— ITU-T Recommendation H.262 (1995) I ISO/IEC l38l8-2: ...|), Information technology — Generic coding
ofmoving pictures and associated audio information: Video.

1) To be published.
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1.4 Additional references _

— ISO 639-2: .3), Codesfor the representation ofnames of languages - Part 2: Alpha-3 code. ‘

— ISO 8859-l:l987. Information processing — 8-bit single-byte coded graphic character sets - Part 1: Latin
alphabet No. 1.

— ISO/[EC 11172-M993. Information technology — Coding of moving pictures andassociated audio for
digital storage media at up to about 1.5 Mbit/s — Part I: Systems.

— ISOIIEC 11172-2:1993. Information technology — Coding of moving pictures and ‘associated audio f0’
digital storage media at up to about 1.5 Mbit/s - Part 2: Video. 4

- ISOIIEC 11172-3:i993, Information technology - Coding of moving pictures and associated audio for
digital storage media at up to about 1.5 Mbit/s — Part 3: Audio.

- ISO/IEC 13522-l: .3). Information technology — Coding of Multimedia and I-Iypelrmedia information —
Part I: MHEG object representation — Base notation (ASN.1). '

- ISO/IEC 13818-3:l995. Information technology ¢- Generic coding of moving pictures and associated
audio information — Part 3.‘ Audio.

— Recommendation ITU-R B'I'.60l .3. Encoding parameters ofdigital televisionfor studios.
— Recommendation ITU-R BT.470-2. Television systems. .

— Recommendation ITU-R 1311.648. Digital recording ofaudio signals. '_

—- ileport ITU-R BO.955.2. Satellite sound broadcasting of vehicular. portable, andfixed receivers in the .
range 500-3000 MHz.

— CCI'l'l' Recommendation J.l7 (1988). Pre-emphasis used on sound-programme circuits.
- IEEE Standard 1180:1990. Standard Specification for the Implementation: of 8 by 8 Inverse Discrete

Cosine Transfomt. ' "‘*'

- IEC Publication 908: 1987. Compact disc digital audio system.

SECTION 2 — TECHNICAL ELEMENTS

2.1 " Definitions

For the purposes of this Recommendation I International Standard. the following definitions apply. If specific to a Part.
this is parentheticaily noted. '

2.1.1 access unit (system): A coded representation of a presentation unit. In the case of audio. an access unit is the
coded representation of an audio ftatne. ‘

In the case of video. an access unit includes all the coded data for a picture, and any stuffing that follows it. up to but not
including the stan of the next access unit. If a picture is not preceded by a group_start__code or a sequenoe_header_code,
the access unit begins with the picture start code. If a picture is preceded by a grot.tp_start,_oode andlor a
sequence_header_code. the access unit begins with the first byte of the first of these start codes. If it is the last picture
preceding a sequence_end..code in the bitstream. all bytes between the last byte of the coded picture and the
sequence_end_code (including the sequence_end_code) belong to the access unit.

2.1.2 bitrate: The rate at which the compressed bit stream is delivered from the channel to the input of a decoder.
2.1.3 byte aligned: A bit in a coded bit stream is byte-aligned if its position is a multiple of 8-bits from the first bit
in the stream.

2.1.4 channel: A digital medium that stores or transports an ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISOIIEC 13818-1 stream.

2.1.5 coded representation: A data element as represented in its encoded form.

 

2) To be published.
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2.1.6 compression: Reduction in the number of bits used to represent an item of data.

2.1.7 constant bitrate: Operation where the bitrate is constant from start to finish of the compressed bit stream.

2.1.8 constrained system parameter stream; CSPS (system): A Program Stream for which the constraints defined
in 2.7.9 of ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I rso/mc 13818-1 apply.

2.1.9 CRC: The Cyclic Redundancy Check to verify the correctness of data.

2.1.10 data element: An item of data as represented before encoding and after decoding.

2.1.11 decoded stream: The decoded reconstruction of a compressed bit stream.

2.1.12 decoder: An embodiment of a decoding process. i

2.1.13 decoding (process): The process defined in ITU-T Rec. 11222.0 I ISO/IEC 13818-1 that reads an input coded
bit stream and outputs decoded pictures or audio samples.

2.1.14 decoding time-stamp; DTS (system): A field that may be present in a PBS packet header that indicates the
time that an access unit is decoded in the system target decoder.

2.1.15 digital storage media; DSM: A digital storage or transmission device or system. .

2.1.16" DSM-CC: Digital storage media command and control. .

2.1.17 entitlement control message; ECM: Entitlement Control Messages are private conditional access information _
which specify control words and possibly other. typically stream-specific. scrambling and/or control parameters.

2.1.18 entitlement management message; EMM: Entitlement Management Messages are private conditional access
infonnation which specify the authorization levels or the services of specific decoders. They may be addressed to single
decoders or groups of decoders. , »

2.1.19 editing: The process by which one or more compressed bit streams are manipulated to produce a new
compressed bit stream. Edited bit streams meet the same requirements as streams which are not edited.

2.1.20 elementary stream; ES (system): A generic term for one of the coded video, coded audio or other coded bit
streams in PES packets. one elementary stream is _carried in a sequenc'e:;bf PES packets with one and only one
stream_id. '

 

2.1.21 Elementary Stream Clock Reference; ESCR (system): A time stamp in the PES Stream from which
decoders of PBS streams may derive timing.

2.1.22 encoder: An embodiment of an encoding process.

2.1.23 encoding (process): A process. not specified in 1'11}-T Rec. I-1,222.0 I ISOIIEC 13818-ll, that reads a steam of
input pictures or audio samples and produces a coded bit stream conforming to ITU-'1‘ Rec. I-1.2220 I ISOIIEC 13818-1.

2.1.24 entropy coding: Variable length lossless coding of the digital representation of a signal to reduce redundancy.

2.1.25 event: An event is defined as a collection of elementary streams with a common time base. an associated start
time, and an associated end time.

2.1.26 fast forward playback (video): The process of displaying a sequence, or parts of a sequence. of pictures in
display-order faster than real-time.

2.1.27 forbidden: The tenn “forbidden", when used in the clauses of ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISOIIBC 13818-1
defining the coded bit stream, indicates that the value specified shall never be used.

2.1.28 (multiplexed) stream (system): bit stream (composed of 0 or more elementary streams combined in a
manner that conforms to ITU-T Rec. 1-1,222.0 I ISO/IEC 13818-1.

2-1-19 layer (Video and SYSNIIIS): One of the levels in the data hierarchy of the video and system specifications
defined in Parts land 2 ofI'1'U-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/IEC 13818-l.

2.1.30 pack (system): A pack consists of a pack header followed by zero or more packets. it is a layer in the system
coding syntaxdescribed in 2.5.3.3 of ITU-T Rec. l-1.2220 I ISO/[EC l38l8-I.

2.1.31 packet data (system): Contiguous bytes of data from an elementary stream present in a packet. 3
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2.1.32 ' packet identifier; PID (system): A unique integer value used to identify elementary streams of a program in a .
single or multi-program Transport Stream as described in 2.4.3 of [TU-T Rec. l-l.222.0 I ISOIIEC 13818-l.

2.1.33 padding (audio): A method to adjust the average length of an audio frame in time to the duration of the
corresponding PCM samples. by conditionally adding a slot to the audio frame.

2.1.34 payload: Payload refers to the bytes which follow the header bytes in a packet. For example. the payload of
some Transport Stream packets includes a PES_packet_headcr and its PES_packet_data_bytes. or pointer_tieId and PS1
sections. or private data; but a PES_pacltet_payIoad consists of only PES_packet_data__bytes. 'l‘he Transport Stream
packet header and adaptation fields are not payload. .

2.1.35 PES (system): An abbreviation for Packetized Elementary Stream.

2.1.36 I PES packet (system): The data structure used to carry elementary stream data. A PBS packet consists of a '
PI-ZS packet header followed by a number of contiguous bytes from an elementary data stream. It is a layer in the system
coding syntax described in 2.4.3.6 of ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/[EC l38IB-l.

2.1.37 . PES packet header (system): The leading fields in a PES packet up to and not including the
PES_pacltet_data_byte fields, where the stream is not .3 padding stream. In the case of 3 padding stream the PBS packet .
header is similarly defined as the leading fields in a PES packet up to and not including padding_byte fields.

2.1.38 PES Stream (system): A PES Stream consists of PBS packets, all of whose payloads consist of data from a
single elementary stream. and all of which have the same stream_id. Specific semantic constraints apply. Refer to
Intro. 4 of ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/[EC 13818-1.

2.1.39 presentation time—stamp; PTS (system): A field that may be present in a PES packet header that indicates the
time that a presentation unit is presented in the system target decoder.

2.1.40 presentation unit; PU (system): A decoded Audio Access Unit or a decoded picture.

2.1.41 program (system): A program is a collection of program elements. Program elements may be elementary
streams. Program elements need not have any defined time base; those that do. have a common time base and are
intended for synchronized presentation. -

2.1.42 Program Clock Reference; PCR (system): A time stamp in the Transport Stream from which decoder timingis derived.

2.1.43 program element (system): A generic tenn for one of the elementary streams or other data streams that may
be included in a program.

2.1.44 Program Specific Information; PSI (system): PSI consists of normative data which is necessary for the
demultiplexing of Transpon Streams and the successful regeneration of programs and is described in 2.4.4 of ITU-T
Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/[EC I38l8-1. An example of privately defined PSI data is the non-mandatory network infonnationtable. ~

2.1.45 random access: The process of beginning to read and decode the coded bit stream at an arbitrary point.

2.1.46 reserved: The term “reserved". when used in the clauses defining the coded bit stream. indicates that the value
may be used in the future for ISO defined extensions. Unless otherwise specified within ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I
ISO/IEC 13818-I, all reserved bits shall be set to '1‘.

2.1.47 scrambling (system): The alteration of the characteristics of a video, audio or coded data stream in order to
prevent unauthorized reception of the infonnation in a clear form. This alteration is a specified process under the control
of a conditional access system. -

2.1.48 source stream: A single non-multiplexed stream of samples before compression coding.

2.1.49 splicing (system): The concatenation. performed on the system level. of two different elementary streams. The
resulting system stream conforms totally to ITU—T Rec. I-1222.0 I 1S0/[EC 13818-1. The splice may result in
discontinuities in timebase, continuity counter. PSI, and decoding.

2.1.50 start codes (system): 32-bit codes embedded in the coded bit stream. They are used for several purposes
including identifying some of the layers in the coding syntax. Start codes consist of a 24-bit prefix (OXDOOOOI) and an

8-bit stream_id as shown in Table 2-18 of I'l'U—T Rec. l-{.2220 I ISO/[EC 13818-I. 4
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2.1.51 STD input buffer (system): _A first-in first-out buffer at the input of a system target decoder for storage of
"compressed data from elementary streams before decoding.

2.1.52 still picture: A coded still picture consists of a video sequence containing exactly one coded picture which is
intra-coded. This picture has an associated PTS and the presentation time of succeeding pictures. if any. is later than that
of the still picture by at least two picture periods.

2.1.53 system header (system): The system header is a data structure defined in 2.5.3.5 or I'I'U-T Rec. i-1222.0 I
ISOIIBC 13813-I that carries information summarizing the system characteristics of ITU-T Rec. H.222.li|
‘ISOIIEC 13818-l Program Stream.

2.1.5»! System Clock Reference; SCR (system): A time stamp in the Program Strearn from which decoder timing is
derived.

2.1.55 system target decoder; STD (system): A hypothetical reference model of a decoding process used to define
the semantics of an lTU~T Ree. H.222.U I ISOIIEC 13818-1 multiplexed bit stream.

2.1.56 tlmeoslamp (system): A term that indicates the time of a specific action such as the arrival of a byte or the
presentation of a Presentation Unit.

2.1.57 Transport Stream packet header (system): The leading fields in a Transport Stream packet. up 10 and
including the cont.inuity___counter field.

2.1.58 variable bitrate: An attribute of Transport Streams or Program Streams wherein the rate of arrival of bytes til
the input to a decoder varies with time.

2.2 Symbols and abbreviations

The mathematical operators used to describe this Recommendation I International Standard are similar to those used in
the C-programming language. However. integer division with tr-uncarion and rounding are specifically defined. The
bitwise operators are defined assuming two's-complement representation of integers. Numbering and counting loops
generally begin from 0.

2.2.1 Arithmetic operators

+ Addition

V Subtraction (as a binary operator) or negation (as a unary operator)

++ Increment

—— Decrement

- or X Multiplication
" Power

I Integer division with truncation of the result toward 0. For example. 7:4 and -‘H-4 are truncated to 1
and -714 and "H-4 are truncated to -l. I

If Integer division with rounding to the nearest integer. Half-integer values are rounded away from 0
unless otherwise specified. For example 3122 is rounded to 2, and —3r'f2 is rounded to -2.

DIV Integer division with truncation of the result towards —=o

% Modulus operator. Defined only for positive numbers.

Sight} 5ign(x} = 1 it > O

0 Jr == 0

--l rt -1. El

N1NT( ) Nearest integer operator. Returns the nearest integer value to the real-valued argument. I-Ia1f—integer
values are rounded away from 0.

sin Sine

cos Cosine

exp Exponential 5
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«I Square root

log“; Logarithm to base ten

loge Logarilhm to base e

2.2.2 Logical operators
1| Logical OR

818: Logical AND

1 Logical NOT

2.2.3 Relational operators

3- Greater than t
2 Greater than or equal to

< Less than

5 Less than or equal to __

== Equal to

!= Not equal to ‘_

max [.....]The maximum value in die argument list

min [....,] The minimum value in the argument list

2.2.4 Bitwlse operators i

_ 3:. AND
I OR-

» Shift right with signletttension
<< Shift left with 0 fill

2.1.5 Assignment

= Assignment operator

2.2.6 Mnemonics‘

The following mnemonics are defined to describe the different data types used in the coded bit-stfeatn.
bslbf Bit string. left bit first. where "left" is the order in which hit suings are written in this

Recommendation I International Standard. Bit strings are written a.s:a string of is and 0s

within single quote marks, e.g. ‘I000 0001‘. Blanks within it hit stri ngiare for ease of reading
and have no significance. '

. ch Channel ‘

gr Granule of 3 r 32 sub-band samples in audio Layer 1]. 18 ' 32 sub-band samples in audio
Layer Ill.

main_data 'l'he rna.in_data portion of the bit stream contains the scale factors, Huffman encoded data. and
ancillary information.

ma.in_,data_beg Thisgives the location in the bit stream of the beginning of the rnain_data for the frame. The
location is equal to the ending location of the previous fran1e‘s tna.in_,dal.a plus 1 bit. It is
calculated from the main_data_end value of the previous frame.

pan2_length This value contains the number of majn_data bits used for scale factors

rpchof Remainder polynomial coefficients. highest order first
sb Sub-band

scfsi Scalefactor selector information

switCh_poinl__l Number or scalefaclor band {long black scalefactor band) from which point on window
switching is used 6
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switch_point_s ‘Number of scalefactor band (short block scalefactor band) from which point on window
switching is used

tcimsbf Two's complement integer. msb (sign) bit first

uimsbi‘ Unsigned integer, most significant bit first

vlclbf . Variable length code. left bit fir-st, where “left” refers to the order in which the variable lengthcodes are written

window Number of actual time slot in case of blocKJYP° '== 2. 0 5 window S 2.

The byte order of multi-byte words is most significant byte first.

2.2.7 Constants

1t 3.1-1159265359

e 171828182845

2.3 Method of describing bit stream syntax

The bit streams retrieved by the decoder are described in 2.4.1 and 2.5.1. Each data item in the bit stream is in bold type.
It is described by its name. its length in bits. and a mnemonic for its type and order of transmission.

The action caused by a decoded data element in a bit stream depends on the value of that data element and on data
elements previously decoded. The decoding of the data elements and definition of the state variables used in their
decoding are described in the clauses containing the semantic description of the syntax. The following constructs are
used to express the conditions when data elements are present. and are in nonnal type.

Note this syntax uses the “C"-code convention that a variable or expression evaluating to a non-zero value is equivalentto a condition that is true:

while ( condition ) I If the condition is true. then the group of data elements occurs next in the data stream. This
data_e|ement repeats until the condition is not true. ‘

i

do ( _ The data element always occurs at least once. The data element is repeated until the
‘ data_element . . . } condition is not true.

while ( condition )

if ( condition) { If the condition is tme. then the first group of data elements occurs next in the data stream.data_element

l

else i It‘ the condition is not true, then the second group of data elements occurs next in the datadata_e|ement stream. -av.

l

for (i = 0; i < n; i++) { . The group of data elements occurs n times. Conditional constructs-within the group of data
da[a_e|emen[ elements may depend on the value of the loop control variable i. which is set to zero for the

, _ , first occurrence, incremented to l for the second occunence, and so forth.I

As noted. the group of data elements may contain nested conditional consuucts. For compactness, the U are omitted
when only one data element follows: , “~

data__element [1 data_element [1 is an array of data. The number of data elements is indicated by the context.

data_e|ement [n] data_element [n] is the n+lth element of an array of data.

data_element [m][n] data_element [m][n] is the m+l.n+l th element of a two—dimensional array of data.

data_element [l][m][n] data_element [l][m][n] is the l+l,m+l.n+lth element of a three-dimensional array of data.

data_element [m..n} is the inclusive range of bits between bit in and bit it in the data_element. 7
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While the syntax is expressed in procedural terms. it should not be assumed that either Figure 2-1 or Figure‘ 2-2
implements a satisfactory decoding procedure. In particular. they define a correct and error-free input bitstream. Actual ‘
decoders must include a means to look for start codes and sync bytes (Transport Stream) in order to begin decoding
correctly, and to identify errors. erasures or insertions while decoding. The methods to identify these situations, and the
actions to be taken, are not standardized.

2.4 Transport Stream bitstream requirements

2.4.1 Transport Stream coding tructure and parameters

The ITU-T Rec. I-1.222.011 ISO/[EC 13818-1 Transport Stream coding layer allows one or more programs to. be
combined into a single stream. Data from each elementary stream are multiplexed together with information that allows
synchronized presentation of the elementary streams within a program. I

l
A Transport Stream consists of one or more programs. Audio and video elementary streams consist of access units.

Elementary Stream data is carried in PES packets. A PES packet consists of a PBS packet header followed by packet
data. PBS packets are inserted into Transport Stream packets. The first byte of each PES packet lieader is located at the
first available payload location of a Transport Stream packet. : 3

The PES packet header begins with a 32-bit start-code that also identifies the stream or stream type to which the packet

data belongs. The PES packet header may contain decoding and presentation time stamps (DTS and PTS). The PES
packet header also contains other optional fields. The PES packet data field contains a variable -inumber of contiguous
bytes from one elementary stream. 1

Transport Stream packets begin with a 4-byte prefix. which contains a 13-bit Packet ID (PID), defined in Table 2-2. The
’ PID identifies. via the Program Specific Information (PSI) tables. the contents of the data contained in the Transport

Stream packet. Transport Stream packets of one PID value carry data of one and only one elementary stream.I

The PS1 tables are carried in the Transport Stream. There are four PSI tables:

0 Program Association Table;

0 Program Map Table;

- Conditional Access Table;

0 Network Information Table. *

These tables contain the necessary and sufficient information to demultiplex and present programs. The Program Map
Table. in Table 2-28, specifies, among other information, which PlDs. and therefore which elementary streams are
associated to form each program. This table also indicates the PID of the Transport Stream packets which carry the PCR
for each program. The Conditional Access Table"sha1l be present if scrambling is employed. The Network lnfonnation
Table is optional and its contents are not specified by this Recommendation I International Standard. ‘

Transport Stream packets may be null packets. Null packets are intended for padding of Transportéstrearns. They may be
inserted or deleted by re-multiplexing processes and. therefore. the delivery of the payload of null ‘packets to the decoder
-cannot be assumed.

This Recommendation I lntemational Standard does not specify the coded data which may be used as part of conditional
access systems. This Specification does. however. provide mechanisms for program service providers to transport and
identify this data-for decoder processing. and to reference correctly data which are specified by this Specification. This
type of support is provided both through Transport Stream packet structures and in the conditional access table (refer to
Table 2-27 of the PSI).

2.4.2 Transport Stream system target decoder

The semantics of the Transport Stream specified in 2.4.3 and the constraints on these semantics specified in 2.7 require
exact definitions of byte arrival and decoding events and the times at which these occur. The definitions needed are set
out in this Recommendation I International Standard using a hypothetical decoder known as the Transport Stream
System Target Decoder (T-STD). Informative Annex D contains funher explanation of the T-STD.

The T-STD is a conceptual model used to define these terms precisely and to model the decoding process during the
construction or verification of Transport Streams. The T-STD is defined only for this purpose. There are three types of
decoders in the T-STD: video, audio, and systems. Figure 2-1 illustrates an example. Neither the architecture of the
T-STD nor the timing described precludes uninterrupted. synchronized play-back of Transport Streams from a variety of

decoders with different architectures or timing schedules. 8
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Figure 1-1 — Transport Stream system target decoder notation

The following notation is used to describe the Transport Stream system target decoder and is partially illustrated in
Figure 2-1 above. '

i. i’. i" are indiccs to bytes in the Transport Stream. The first byte has index 0.

j is an index to access units in the elementary screams.

it. it’. it” are indices to presentation units in the elementary streams.

n is an index to the elementary screams.

p is an index to Transport Stream packets in the Transport Stream.

t(i) indicates the time in seconds at which the i-th byte of the Transport Stream enters the system target
decoder. The Value l(0) is an arbitrary constant.

PCR(i) is the time encoded in the PCR field measured in units of the period of the 2': Mn: system clock
where i is the byte index of the final byte of the prograt11_cloclt__reference_hase field.

A,,(j) is thej-th access unit in elementary stream it. A,,(j) is indexed in decoding order.

td,.(j) is the decoding time. measured in seconds. in the system target decoder of the j-th access unit in
elementary stream rt.

P,.(k) is the it-lh presentation unit in elementary stream rt. P,,(k) results from decoding AHU). P,.,(lt) is
indexed in presentation order.

tp,.(k) is the presentation time. measured in seconds. in the system target decoder of the k-th presentation
unit in elementary stream :1.

t is time measured in seconds.

F,,(t) is the fullness. measured in bytes. of the system target decoder input buffer for elementary stream it
at time t.

B" is the main buffer for elementary stream n. It is present only foraudio elementary 5trea.rns.

BS" is the size of buffer, B... measured in bytes.

B5,, is the main buffer in the system target decoder for system information for the program that is in the
process of being decoded.

E35,. is the size of 13..., measured in bytes. I 4?
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M8,, is the multiplexing buffer, for elementary stream it. It is present only for video elementary streams.

Mas. is the size of MB... measured in bytes.

EB“ is the elementary stream buffer for elementary stream n. It is present only for video elementarystreams.

E88,. is the size of the elementary stream buffer EB". measured in bytes.

TB,“ is the transport buffer for system information for the program that is in ‘the process of being decoded.

_ TBS”, is the size of TB,,,. measured in bytes.

TB“ is the transport buffer for elementary stream n.

TBS“ is the size of TB... measured in bytes.

D5,, is the decoder for system information in Program stream it.

D" is the decoder for elementary stream n.

0,. is the re-order buffer for video elementary stream n.

R5,; is the rate at which data are removed from BM. p

Rx" is the rate at which data are removed from TB“. l

Rbx“ is the rate at which PBS packet payload data are removed from ME“ when the leak method is used.
Defined only for video elementary streams. '

Rbx.,(j) is the rate at which PES packet payload data are removed from MB“ when the vbv,delay method is
used. Defined only for video elementary streams. -'

Rx,” The rate at which data are removed from TBS”.

R“ The video elementary stream rate coded in a sequence header.

2.4.2.1 System clock frequency ‘

Timing information referenced in the T-STD is carried by several data fields defined in this Specification. Refer to _;
2.4.3.4 and 2.4.3.6. in PCR fields this informationvis coded as the sampled value of a program's system clock The PCR’.-:.».
fields are carried in the adaptation field of the Transport Stream packe'ts"with a PID value equal to the PCR__PID defined
in the TS_program_map_section of the program being decoded. I

Practical decoders may reconstruct this clock from these values and their respective arrival times. The following are
minimum constraints which apply to the program's system clock frequency as represented by the values of the PCR
fields when they are received by a decoder. '

The value of the system clock frequency is measured in Hz and shall meet the following ccinstrajnls:

27000000 — 810 S system_cloclt_frequency S 27000O0Q + 810

rate of change of system_clock_frequency with time S 75 x 10" Hzjs

NOTE - Sources of coded data should follow a tighter tolerance in order to facilitate compliant operation of consumer
recorders and playback equipment.

I A program's system_clock_frequency may be more accurate than required. Such improved accuracy may be transmitted
to the decoder via the System clock descriptor described in 2.6.20.

Bit rates defined in this Specification are measured in terms of system_c|oclt_frequcncy. For example. a bit rate Of
27 000 000 bits per second in the T-STD would indicate that one byte of data is transferred every eight (8) cycles of the
system clock.

The notation "system_clock_frequency" is used in several places in this Specification to refer to the frequency of a clock
meeting these requirements. For notational convenience, equations in which PCR. PTS, or DTS appear. lead to values of
time which are accurate to some integral multiple of (300 x 233/system__clock__frequenc'y) seconds. This is due to the
encoding of PCR timing infomiation as 33 bits of 1/300 of the system clock frequency plus 9 bits for the remainder. and
encoding as 33 bits of the system clock frequency divided by 300 for PTS and DTS. I 0
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2.4.2.2 Input to the Transport Stream system target decoder

Input to the Transport Stream System Target Decoder ('I'-STD) is :1 Transport Stream. A Transpon Stream may contain
multiple programs with independent time bases. However, the T-STD decodes only one program at a Lime. In the T-STD
model all timing indications refer to the time base of that program.

Data from the Transport Stream enters the 'I‘-STD at a piecewise constant rate. The time t(i) at which the i-I.h byte enters
the T-STD is defined by decoding the program clock reference (PCR) fields in the input stream. encoded in the
Transport Stream packet adaptation field of the program to be decoded and by counting the bytes in the complete
Transport Stream between successive PCRs of that program. The PCR field (see equation 2-1) is encoded in two parts:
one, in units of the period of I/300 times the system clock frequency, called prograrn_clock_neference_basc
(see equation 2-2). and one in units of the system clock frequency called prograrn_cloclt_rcference_extension ‘
(see equation 2-3). The values encoded in these are computed by PCR_base(i) (see equation 2-2) and PCR,_ext(i)
(see equation 2-3) respectively. The value encoded in the PCP. field indicates the time t(i), where i is the index of the
byte containing the last bit of the program.cloclt_reference_base field. -

Specifically:

PCR(i) s PCR_ba:e(t') x 300 + PCR_ext(:') . (2-1)

where:

PCR_base(t) = ((system_clock_frequency x t(i)) DlV300)%233 (2-2)

PCR_ext(0 = ((.rystem_clock_frequency x t(i)) DIV I) 96300 ‘ (2-3)

For all other bytes the input arrival time. t(i) shown in equation 2-4 below. iscomputed from PCR(i’) and the transport
rate at which data arrive, where the transport rate is determined as the number of bytes in the Transport Stream between
the bytes containing the last bit of two successive program__clocLret'erence_base fields of the same program divided by
the difference between the time values encoded in these same two PCR fields.

= system_clock_frequency + transport_rate (1')

 

where:

i is the index of any byte in r.heTransport Stream for i” < i < i’.

i” is the index of the byte containing the last bit of the most recent program._cIock_reference_base field
applicable to the program being decoded. I

PCR(i") is the time encoded in the program clock reference base and extension fields in units of the systemclock.

The transport rate is given by

((t" - 1'”) x system_clock__frequency) -
' = -j-—j-"-""'—'-_-,',—-“"‘—" 2-

transport_rate(t) PCR(l.,) _ PCRU ) ( 5)

where

i’ is the index of the byte containing the last bit of the immediately following
program_clocl<_reference_base field applicable to the program’ being decoded.

NOTE — i" < i s r ’

In the case of a timebase discontinuity. indicated by the discontinuity_indicator in the transport packet adaptation field.
the definition given in equation 2-4 and equation 2-5 for the time of arrival of bytes at the input to the T~S'I'D is not
applicable between the last PCR of the old timebase and the first PCR of the new timebase. In this case the time of N
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arrival of these bytes is determined according to equation 2-4 witlt the modification that the transport rate used is that _
applicable between the last and next to last PCR of the old timebase.

A tolerance is specified for the PCR values. The PCR tolerance is defined as the maximum inaccuracy allowed in
received PCRs. This inaccuracy may be due to imprecision in the PCR values or to PCR modification during
re-multiplexing. It does not include errors in packet arrival time due to network jitter or other causes. The PCR tolerance
is :l: 500 ns. ‘

In the T-STD model, the inaccuracy will be reflected as an inaccuracy in the calculated transport rate using equation 275.

Transport Streams with multiple programs and variable rate

Transport Streams may contain multiple programs which have independent time bases. Separate sets of PCRs, as
indicated by the respective PCR_PID values, are required for each such independent program. and therefore the PCRs
cannot be co-located. The Transport stream rate is piecewise constant for the program entering the T-STD. Therefore. if
the Transport Stream rate is variable it can only vary at the PCRs of the program under consideration. Since the PCRS.
and therefore the points in the transport Stream where the rate varies. are not co-located. the rate at which the Transport
Stream enters the T-STD would have to differ depending on which program is entering the T-STD. Therefore. it is not
possible to construct a consistent T-STD delivery schedule for an entire Transport Stream when that Transport Stream
contains multiple programs with independent time bases and the rate of the Transport Strearn is variable. It is '

straightforward. however. to construct constant bit rate Transport Streams with multiple variable rate programs.

2.4.2.3 Buffering

Complete Transport Stream packets containing data from elementary stream it. as indicated by its P_lD. are pissed to the
transport buffer for stream it. TB... This includes duplicate Transport Stream packets and packets with no payload.
Transfer of the i-th byte from the system target decoder input to T8,, is instantaneous. so that the i»th byte enters the
buffer for stream n. of size 'l'BS,,. at time t(i).

All bytes that enter the buffer TB“ are removed at the rate Rx" specified below. Bytes which are part of the PBS pac'r:e'.
or its contents are delivered to the main buffer B,, for audio elementary streams and system data. and to the multiplexing
buffer MB" for video elementary streams. Other bytes are not. and may be used to control the system. Duplicate

Transport Stream packets are not delivered to 3... MB... or Em.

The buffer TB“ is emptied as follows:

- When there is no data in TB... Rx“ is equal to zero.
- Otherwise for video:

Rx, = 1.2 x R,,..,,.[profrle. level]

where x

R,,.,,.[profile. level] is specified according to the profile and level which canbc forind in Table 8-13 of
ITU-T Rec. H.262 I ISOIIEC 13818-2. This Table specifies the upper bound of the rate of each
elementary video stream within a specific profile and level. i

Rx, is equal to l, 2 * Rm, for ISOIIEC 11172-2 constrained parameter video streams. where Rm, refers
to the maximum bitrate for a Constrained Parameters bitstream in ISO/IEC 11172-2.

— For audio: _

tot. = 2 x m6 bits per second

— For systems data:

Rx“ = l x 105 bits per second

Rx, is measured with respect to the system clock frequency.

Complelé Transport Stream packets containing system information. for the program selected for decoding. enter the
system transport buffer, 'I'B,,,. at the Transport Stream rate. ‘these include Transport Stream packets whose PID values
are 0 or 1. and all Transport Stream packets identified via the Program Association Table (see Table 2-25) as having the
program__map_PlD value for the selected program. Network Information Table (NIT) data as specified by the NIT PID

is not transferred to TBS”. / L
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Bytes are removed from TB”, at the rate Rx”, and delivered to B5”. Each byte is transferred instantaneously.

Duplicate Transport Stream packets are not delivered to B5”.

Transport packets which do not enter any T3,, or TB”, are discarded.

The transport buffer size is fixed at 512 bytes.

The elementary st:-earn buffer sizes E35. through EBS., are defined for video as equal to the vbv_.buffer_size as it is
carried in the sequence header. Refer to Summary of Constrained Parameters in ISOFIEC H172-2 and Table 8-14 of
ITU-T Rec. H.262 I ISOIEEC 13815-2.

The multiplexing buffer size MIBS. through MES" are defined for video as follows:

For Low and Main level

MES“ = B5,“, + BS0], + VBV,m[profile. level] — vbv_buffer__size

where B5011. PBS packet overhead buffering is defined as:

BS0}, = (11750) seconds x R.,..,.[profile, level]

and BS.,,.,,. additional multiplex buffering is defined as:

B8,,“ = 0.004 seconds * R..,u[profi1e, level]

and where Vflvmulprofile, level] is defined in Table 8-14 in I'I'U—T Rec. H.262 I ISOIIEC 13812-2 and Rmmrofile,
level] is defined in Table 8-13 in ITU-T Rec. H.262 I ISOIIEC 13818-2. and vbv buffer size is carried in the sequence
header described in 6.2.2 of ITU-T Rec. H.262 I ISOIIIEC 13818-2.

For High 1440 and High level

MES“ = BS“, + BS0}.

where BS,“ is defined as:

BSD], = (U750) seconds X R,,m[profilc,levcl]

and BSm.,,. is defined as:

BS“, = 0.004 seconds * R,,m[prof1!e, level]

and where Rmfprofile. level] is defined in Table 8—l3 in ITU-T Rec. H.262 I ISOHEC 13818-2.

For Constrained Parameters ISOIIEC I 1 172-2 bilstrearns

MES“ = B5,“, + BS9], + vbv_,maJt — vbv_buffer_siz.e

where B80], is defined as:

BS0“ = (U750) seconds X Rm,

and BS,” is defined as:

B5,,“ = 0.004 seconds * Rm
:3
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and where Rm“ and vbv_max refer to the maximum bitrate and the maximum vbv_buf‘fer_size for a Constrained
Parameters bitstrearn in lS0!IEC ll 172-2 respectively. ......a;;-

A portion BS,,m = 4 ms X R,m[profile. level] of the M35" is allocated for buffering to allow multiplexing. The
remainder is available for BS”, and may also be available for initial multiplexing.

NOTE 1 - Buffer occupancy by FEE packet overhead is directly bounded in PBS 5t.rea.rns by the PBS-STD which is
defined in 2.5.2.4. It is possible. but not necessary. 10 utilize PES streams to construct Transport Strearrts.

Buffer BS, I

The main buffer sim BS, through B5,. are defined as follows.

Audio

B5,. : B3,“, + Bsdec -0- B3” = 3584 bytes

The sine of the access unit decoding buffer as“... and the PES packet overhead buffer BSoh=a.re constrained by

as... + as.,., = 2343 bytes

A portion (736 bytes) of the 3584 byte buffer is allocated for buffering to allow multip1ex'il1g.'I‘he rest, 2848 bytes. are
shared for access unit buffering BSd,,, BS”, and additional multiplexing.

Systems

'I'he'main buffer B5,, for system data is of size BS5” = 1536 bytes.

Video

For video elementary streams, data is transferred from Ii/[Bu to EB" using one of two methods: the leak method or the
VBV delay method.

Leak method

The leak method transfers data from M131 to BB" using a leak rate R5,. The leak method is used whenever any of the
following is true:

- the STD.clescriptor (refer to 2.6.32) for the elementary stream is not present in the Transport Stream:

' the STD descriptor is present and the lea]-r_valid flag has a value of '1‘:

- the STD descriptor is present, the leak__vaJid has a value of '0'. and the vi_)v_de1ay fields coded in the
video stream have the value OKFFFF: or -

- trick mode status is true (refer to 2.4.3.6).

For Low and Main level:

Rbx, = Rmlprofile, level]

For High-1440 and High level:

Rbxn = Min {L05 x R,5,R,,._.,,[profile.1evel]}

For Constrained Parameters him:-earn in ISOIIEC 1 1 172-2:

Rbit., = 1. 2 x Rm.

where R”, is the maximum bit rate for a Constrained Parameters bilstream in ISO/IEC lll72-2.

If there is PBS packet payload data in MB", and buffer EB“ is not full, the PBS packet payload is transferred front MB,

to EB,, at a rate equal to R;,,. If EB“ is full, data are not removed from MB". When a byte of data is transferred from M
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M8,, to EB“, all PBS packet header bytes that are in M8,, and immediately precede that byte. are instantaneously
removed and discarded. When there is no PES packet payload data present in MB“. no data is removed from MB". All
data that enters MB“ leaves it. All PBS packet payload data bytes enter EB“ instantaneously upon leaving MB,,_

Vbv_,delay method

The vbv_delay method specifies precisely the time at which each byte of coded video data is transferred from ME, to
BB“. using the vbv_delay values coded in the video elementary stream. The vbv_delay method is used whenever the
STD descriptor (refer to 2.6.32) for this elementary stream is present in the,Tra.nsport Stream, the leak._valid flag in the
descriptor has the value '0'. and vbv_delay fields coded in the video stream are not equal to OJLFFFF. If any vbv__dclay
values in a video sequence are not equal to OXFFFF. none of the vbv__delay fields in that sequence shall be equal to .
0xFFFF (refer to ISO/IEC 1 1 172-2 and ITU-T Rec. H.262 I ISO/IEC 13818-2).

When the vbv_delay method is used. the final byte of the video picture start code for picture j is transferred from MB" to
the EB“ at the time td..O) - vbv_delay(j), where td,,(j) is the decoding time of picture j. as defined above, and
vbv__delay0) is the delay time. in seconds. indicated by the vbv_delay field of picture j. The transfer of bytes between
the final bytes of successive picture start codes (including the final byte of the second start code), into the buffer EB... is
at a piecewiseconstant rate. R;,,.(;'), which is specified for each picture j. Specifically, the rate. Rh,(j). of transfer inm this
buffer is given by:

Rbxfi) -5 Nl3(j) I (vbii._delay(j) - vbv__delay(j + 1) + td.,(j +< 1) - td,,(j)) (2-6)

where NBC) is the number of bytes between the final bytes of the picture start codes (including: the final byte of the '
second start code) of picturesj and j + 1. excluding PES packet header bytes. .

NOTE 2 - vbv__delay(j + l) and td,,(i + l) may have values that differ from those normally expected for periodic video
display if the low_delay flag in the video sequence extension is set to '1'. It may not be possible to determine the correct values byexamination of the bit stream.

The R.,,(j) derived from equation 2-6 shall be less than or equal to R.,.,[profile. level] for elementary streams of stream
type 0x02 (refer to Table 2-29), where R,,,,,[profile, level] is defined in l'l'U-T Rec. H.262 l ISO/[EC 13818-2. and shall
be less than or equal to the maximum bit rate allowed for constrained parameter video elementary strearns of streamtype 0x01, refer to ISO/[EC I 1 172-2. ‘

When a'byte of data is transferred from ME“ to EB.,. all PBS packet header bytes that are in MB, and immediately
precede that byte are instantaneously removed and discarded. All data that enters MB, leaves it. All PBS packet payload
data bytes enter EB, instantaneously upon leaving MB“.

Removal of access units

For each elementary stream buffer EB, and main buffer B“ all data for the access unit that has been in the buffer longest,
A,,(j). and any stuffing bytes that immediately precede it that are present in the buffer at the time td,,(j) are removed
instantaneously at time td.,(j). The decoding time td,,(j) is specified in the DTS or PTS fields (refer to 2.4.3.6). Decoding

n times td,,(j + l), td.,(j + 2), of access units without encoded DTS or PTS fields which directly follow access unit j may
be derived from infonnation in the elementary stream. Refer" to Annex C of I'I'lJ-T Rec. H.262 I ISO/IEC l38l8-2,.
ISOIIEC 13818-3, or XSO/IBC lll72. Also refer to 2.7.5. In the case of audio. all PBS packet headers that are stored
immediately before the access unit or that are embedded within the data of the access unit are removed simultaneously
with the removal of the access unit. As the access unit is removed it is instantaneously decoded to a presentation unit.

System data

T In the case of system data. data is removed from the main buffer B5,; at a rate of Rm whenever there is at least 1 byte
I available in buffer B,,,. . -

R,-,5 = max (80000 bits/s, transparr__rate(i) * 8 bits/byte I 500) (2-7)

i NOTE 3 — Theintention of increasing km in the case of high transport rates is to allow an increased data rate for the
I Program Specific Information.

I Low delay

When the low_delay flag in the video sequence extension is set to '1‘ (see 6.2.2.3 of ITU-T Rec. H.262 l
! ISO/[EC l3Bl8-2) the EB“ buffer may underflow. In this case, when the T-STD elementary stream buffer EB. is {S
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examined at the time specified by td,,(i), the complete data for the access unit may not be present in the buffer EB". ,
When this case arises. the buffer shall be re-examined at intervals of two field-periods until the data for the complete
access unit is present in the buffer. At this time the entire access unit shall be removed from buffer EB“ instantaneously.

‘ Overflow of buffer E13,. shall not occur.

When the low_delay_mode flag is set to ‘l'. B8,. undertlow is allowed to occur continuously without limit. The T-STD
decoder shall remove access unit data from buffer EB, at the earliest time consistent with the paragraph above and any
DTS or PTS values encoded in the bit stream. Note that the decoder may be unable to re-establish correct decoding and
display times as indicated by DTS and PTS until the E13,, buffer underflow situation ceases and a PTS or DTS is found
in the bit stream. ~

Trick inode ;.l

When the DSM_tr1'ck_mode flag (2.4.3.6) is set to '1' in the PES Packet header of a packet containing the start of a
B-type video access unit and the u'iclt_mode_control field is set to ‘O01’ (slow motion) or '0l0' (freeze frame). or ‘I00’
(slow reverse) the B-picture access unit is not removed from the video data buffer EB, until the last time of possibly
multiple times that any field of the picture is decoded and presented. Repetition of the presentation of fields and pictures
is defined in 2.4.3.8 under slow motion. slow reverse. and field_id_cntrl. The access unit is removed instantaneously p
from EB, at the indicated time. which is dependent on the value of rep_cnti-l. '

when the DSM_trick_mode flag is set to '1' in the PES packet header of a packet containing the first byte of a picture
start code. trick_rnode status becomes true when that picture start code in the PES packet’ is removed from buffer EB“.
Trick mode status remains true until a PBS packet header is received by the T-STD in which the DSM_trick,mode flag
is set to '0' and the first byte of the picture start code after that PES packet header is rerrioved from buffer EB“. When
trick mode status is tnie. the buffer EB, may underflow. All other constraints from normal‘ treams are retained when
trick mode status is true. ’ '

I

2.4.2.4 Decoding

Elementary streams buffered’ in B; through 13,, and EB, through EB“ are decoded instantaneously by decoders D;
through D“ and may be delayed in re-order buffers 0. through 0,, before being presented at the output of the T-STD.
Re-order buffers are used only in the case of a video elementary .s_t_teain when some access units are not carried in .. -3::
presentation order. These access units will need to be re-ordered before" presentation. In particular. if P,,(k) is an Lplcturé ‘ -’ '
or a P-picture carried before one or more B-pictures. then it must be delayed in the re-order buffer. 0... of the T-STD
before being presented. Any picture previously stored in 0,. is presented before the current picture can be stored. P,,(lc)
should be delayed until the next I-picture or P-picture is decoded. While it is stored in the re-order buffer. die subsequent
B~pictures are decoded and presented.

The time at which a presentation unit P,,(k) is presented is tp,,(k). For presentation units that do not require re-ordering
delay, tp,,(k) is equal to td,,(j) since the access units are decoded instantaneously; this'is the case. for example. for
B~fraines. For presentation units that are delayed. tp,.(k) and td,.(i) differ by the time that Pl,(lt) is delayed in the re-order
buffer. which is a multiple of the nominal picttue period. Care should be taken to use adequate re-ordering delay from
the beginning of video elementary streams to meet the requirements of the entire stream. For example. a stream which
initially has only 1- and P-pictures but later includes B-pictures should include re-ordering delay starting at the beginningof the stream. ' -

ITU-T Rec. H.262 l ISOIIEC l38l8-2 explains re-ordering of video pictures in greater detail.

2.4.2.5 Presentation

The function of a decoding system is to reconstruct presentation units from compressed data and to present them in a
synchronized sequence at the correct presentation times. Although real audio and visual presentation devices generally
have finite and different delays and may have additional delays imposed by post-processing or output functions. the
system target decoder models these delays as zero.

in the T-STD in Figure 2-1 the display of a video presentation unit (a picture) occurs instantaneously at its presentation
time, tp,,(k). -

In the ‘r-STD the output of an audio presentation unit starts at its presentation time. tp..(k). when the decoder
instantaneously presents the first sample. Subsequent samples in the presentation unit are presented in sequence at the

audio sampling rate. I G
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2.4.2.6 BI.IlTer management

Transpon Streams shall be constructed so that conditions defined in this subclause are satisfied. This subclause makes
use of the notation defined for the System Target Decoder.

TB“ and TB“, shall not overflow. TB“ and TB”, shall empty at least once every second. 13,, shall not overflow nor
nnderflow. B,“ shall not overflow.

EB“ shall not urtderflow except when the low delay flag in the video sequence extension is set to '1' (refer to 6.2.2.3 in
[TU-T Rec. H.262 I ISOIIEC l38lE-2) or tl"ick_,ll10de status is true.

When the leak method for specifying transfers is in effect. MB,‘ shall not overflow. and shall empty at least once every
second. EB, shall not overflow.

When the vbv_delay method for specifying transfers is in effect, MB... shall not overflow nor underflow. and B3,. shall
not overflow.

The delay of any data through the System Target Decoders buffers shall be less than or equal to one second except for
still picture video data. Specifically: tdnfil - t(i) <= 1 second for all j. and all bytes i in access unit And).

For still picture video data, the delay is constrained by td,,(j) — t(i) <= 60 seconds for all j. and all bytes 1 in access unit
Anti). -

Definition of overflow and underflow

Let Fn(t) be the instantaneous fullness of TWSTD buffer B“.

F,,(t} = 0 instantaneously before t= t[0)

Overflow does not occur if

F,, (I) 5 BS,

for all land it.

Underflow does not occur if

0 s F,,(t)

for all land It.

2.4.3 Specification of the Transport Stream syntax and semantics

The following syntax describes a stream of bytes. Transport Stream packets shall be 188 bytes long. -

2.4.3.1 Transport Stream

See Table 2-1.

Table 2-] - Transport Stream

MPEG_Lransport__s:ream() {

do {

tranr.pon_packet()
I while (ne:t.t.biu0 v=-= syncjyte) 
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2.4.3.2 Transport Stream packet. layer

See Table 2-2.

Table 2-2 — Transport padre! of this Recommendation I International Standard

@
t.ranspon_pacl<c1(}[

hslbfsync__byt2
lran.sport_en-or_lodicator
payloati_un.it_.s1Irl,_lnd1c:ator

transport_p1-iorlty
PID

lrans'port_rn:ramlrllng,_I:onlrol
arla|:tation_£Ield_eonu'ol

contlar.tlty_counter
if{adaptation_fie1d_r:ont.rol =8 ‘ l0‘ ll adaplation_f'u-.ld_t:onlrol == '1 I'll

adaptalion_field()

  
   
  
  

  
  

  
  
  
  

 

  

 

J ,
if{adaptatioI1__field_cont.roI -== '01‘ ll ad.aptatiort_fie1d_eontrol .-= ‘l l‘) {

for (5 :0; i < N; i-H-)(
data_Irytc

2.4.3.3 Semantic dellnltlon of fields in Transport Stream packet layer

syc_lJy1e — The synt:_byte is a fixed B-bit field whose value is ‘D100 Dill’ (flxsll). Sync_byte emulation in the choice
of values for other regularly occurring fields, such as PID, should be avoided. '

tran.-rport__ermr,_indlcator - ‘Ilse trnnsport_error_inrlicator is a 1-bit flag. When set? to ‘I’ it indicates that at least
1 unoorrectable bit error exists in the associated Transport Stream packet. This bit may be set to '1' by entities external to
the transport layer. When set to '1' this bit shall not be reset to '0‘ unless the bit value(s) in error have been corrected.

payload_unlt_,start_indlcator — The payload__unit_start_indieator is a 1-bit flag which has nonnative meaning for
Transport so-earn packets that carry PES packets (refer to 2.4.3.6] or PS1 data (refer lo 24.4).

when the payload of the Transport Stream packet contains PES packet data, the pay1oarl_unit,_start_lnclicator has the
following significance: a ’1’inri‘u:am that the payload of this Transpon Stream packet will commence with the first byte
of a PBS packet and a '0' indicates no PES packet shall start in this Transport Stream packet. If the
payload_unit_start_indicator is set to '1', then one and only one PES packet starts in this Transport Steam packet. This
also applies to private streams of stream__type 6 (refer to Table 2-29).

When the payload of the Transport Stream packet contains PSI dala, the payloat‘1_unit_sLan_indicator has the following
significance: if the Transport Stream packet carries the first byte of a PS1 section. the payload_unit_sta.rt_indicator value
shall be '1‘. indicating that the first byte of the payload of this Transport Stream packet carries the pointer_field. If the
Transport Stream packet does not carry the first byte of a PS1 section. the payload_unlt_start_‘mdicator value shall be '0‘.
indicating that there is no pointer_fie|d in the payload. Refer to 2.4.4.l and 2.4.4.2. This also applies to private streants
of stream_type 5 {refer to Table 2-29).

For null packets the payIoad_unit_start_indicaror shall be set to '0'.

The meaning of this bit for Transport Stream packet.-5 carrying only private data is not defined in this Specification. ] ‘i
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transport_priorlty — The transport_priority is a 1-bit indicator. When set to '1‘ it indicates that the associated packet is
of greater priority than other packets having the same PID which do not have the bit set to '1'. The transport mechanism
can use this to prioritize its data within an elementary stream. Depending on the application the transport_priority field
may be coded regardless of the PID or within one PID only. This field may be changed by channel specific encoders ordecoders. »

PID — The PID is a 13-bit field. indicafinp the type of the data stored in the packet payload. PID value Ox0000 is
reserved for the Program Association Table (see Table 2-25). PID value 0x000] is reserved for the Conditional Access
Table (see Table 2-27). PID values Ox0O02 - 0x000F are reserved. PID value 0x1FFF is reserved for null packets (see
Table 2-3).

Table 2-3 - PID table

. 0x000l0 May be assigned as networlt_PlD. Program_map_PlD.
elementary_PID. or for other purposes

  

  
  
  

 

 oxii-‘tr:-2

NOTE - The transport packets with PID values 0x0000. 0x000]. and 01.0010 - 0x_l_FFE are ~
allowed to carry a PCR.

transport_scrnmblinLcontrol — This 2-bit field indicates the scrambling mode of the Transport Stream packet
payload. The Transport Stream packet header, and the adaptation field when present. shall not be scrambled. in the case
of a null packet the value of the transport_scrambling_control field shall be set to '00’ (see Table 2-4).

 

Table 2-4 — Scrambling control values

User-defined ’

User-defined 
adaptation_fieId_control — This 2-bit field indicates whether this Transport Stream packet header is followed by an
adaptation field and/or payload (see Table 25).

Table 2-5 — Adaptation field control values

 Reserved for future use by ISO/IEC 
 

 

No adapIation_l'reld. payload only

 Adaptation_field only. no payload
 Adaptationfteld followed by payload  
  

Vi
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ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 l ISO/[EC 13818-l decoders shall discard Transport Stream packets with the -
adaptation_field__control field set to a value or '00‘. In the case of a null packet the value of the adaptation_field_control
shall be set to ‘O1’.

continuity_counter — The continuity_counter is a 4-bit field incrementing with each Transport Sueam packet with the
same PID. The continuity_counter wraps around to 0 after its maximum value. The continuity_counter shall not he
incremented when the adaptation_field_control of the packet equals '00‘ or '10‘.

In Transport Streams. duplicate packets may be sent as two. and only two. consecut.ive.’Transport Stream packets of the
same PD). The duplicate packets shall have the same oonu'nuity__counter value as the original packet and the
adaptation_field_contnol field shall be equal to '01’ or '11‘. in duplicate packets each byte of the original packet shall be
duplicated, with the exception that in the program clock reference fields. if present, a valid value shall be encoded.l

The continuity__counter in a particular Transport Stream packet is continuous when it iiffers by a positive value of one
from the Contimlilyaaounter value in the previous Transport Stream packet of the same PID, or. when either of the non-

incrementing conditions (adaptation__field_controi set to '00’ or '10’. or duplicate packets as described above) are met.
The continuity counter may be discontinuous when the discontinuity_indicator is set to :1‘ (refer to 2.4.3.4). In the case
of a null packet the value of the continuity_counter is undefined. f E '

data_byte — Data bytes shall be contiguous bytes of data from the PES packets (refcir to 2.4.3.6). PSI sections (refer
to 2.4.4). packet stuffing bytes after PSI sections, or private data not in these structures ’.as indicated by the P11). in the
case of null packets with PD value Oxll-‘FF. data__bytes may be assigned any value. The number of data_bytes. N. is
specified by 184 minus the number of bytes in the adaptation_field(). as described in 2.4§_3.4 below.i {I 2

2.4.3.4 Adaptation field ‘

See Table 2-6. V’

2.4.3.5 Semantic definition of fields in adaptation field

adaptation_,lield__length - The adaptation__field__length is an 8-bit field specifying the number of bytes in the
adaptatlonjleld immediately following the adaptation_field_length. The value 0 is for inserting a single stuffing byte in
a Transport Stream packet When the adaptation_field_control value is '11‘. the value of adaptation_fi=ld_lefl8'~h 8313"
be in the range 0 to I82. When the adaptation_field_contro| value is '10‘. the value of the adaptation_field_length shall
be 183. For Transport Stream packets carrying PBS packets, stuffing is needed when ';lhBl'B is insufficient PBS packet

data to completely fill the Transport Stream packet payload bytes. Stuffing is accomplished by-defining an adaptation
field longer than the sum of the lengths of the data elements in it. so that the payload bytps remaining after the adaptation
field exactly accommodates the available PES packet data._The extra space in the adaptation field is filled with stuffing
bytes. ,-';.1.

' This is the only method of stuffing allowed for Transport Stream packets carrying PBSipackets. For Transport Streamf l
packets carrying PS1. an alternative stuffing method is described in 2.4.4. _..

discontinulty_lntl|cator — This is a 1-bit field which when set to '1' indicates that the discontinuity state is true for the
current Transport Stream packet. When the discontinuity_indicator is set to '0' or is not present, the discontinuity state is
false. The discontinuity indicator is used to indicate two types of discontinuities. system time-base discontinuities and
continuity_counter discontinuities. '

A system time-base discontinuity is indicated by the use of the discontinuity_indicator in Transport Stream packets of a
PD designated as a PCR,PlD (refer to 2.4.4.9). When the discontinuity state is true for'a Transport Stream packet of a
PID designated as a PCR_PlD. the next PCR in a Transport Stream packet with that same PID represents a sample of a
new system time clock for the associated program. Thesystem time-base discontinuity point is defined to be the instant
in time when the first byte of a packet containing a PCR of a new system time-base arrives at the input of the T-STD.
The discontinuity_indicator shall be set to ‘l' in the packet in which the system time-base discontinuity occurs. The
discontinuityjndicator bit may also be set to '1‘ in Transport Stream packets of the same PCR_P1D ‘prior to the packet
which contains the new system time-base PCR. In this case. once the discontinuity_,indicator has been set to '1‘, it shall
continue to be set to 'l' in all Transport Stream packets of the same PCR_PID up to and including the Transport Stream
packet which contains the first PCR of the new system time-base. After‘ the occurrence of a system time-base
discontinuity. no fewer than two PCRs for the new system time-base shall be received before another system time-base
discontinuity can occur. Further, except when trick mode status is true, data from no more than two system time-bases

shall be present in the set of T-STD buffers for one program at any time. 20
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Table 2-6 - Transport Stream adaptation field

@
ulnuhf

bslhf
bub!
Mb!
bulb!’
hdbf
haihl
bulb!
bath!‘

nimsbi
bslbf

adaptalion_field0 {
' adaptafion_neld_1cn.3th

if (ndaptation_field__lengd1 :- 0) I
dlsconttnuIty_JndIcatnr
random_necess_luflcator
dementart/_stream_;nIo:1tyJnuicator
PCR.l1as
0PCRJla:
5Pu¢l|1B..pe!ut._l1IS
trm1>or1_prIvIte.datn.flas
ads minn_ne1d_a:::nsIon flag
ir(P]i:R_na3== '1):

|Ir‘ogran1_|:lod:_rei'erunce_hnsa
reserved
1II’0sI'Im_clock.reference_e:te:wlon

.L-0.!-5DI
if(0PCR_flag == '1'} {

orlgina.l_prngrIm_clock_rIferenee_hn.sereserved ..209}:-'____no.1:
’ or1gInIJ_prngJ'am_,clock_nfertnct_extennlon
if (sp1icing_P0im_fla3 an '1') {

I iplloe_en1:ntdown
if (u'm:por:_private_da1n_flag -== '1') {

transporl_prlvate_data_Jcngu:
for (i = 0'. 1' < t.ranspm1_privalr._d.a.tn_|r.ng1h; i+I-) I

privnl:__dn£a_byte

I .
if (adaptatim1,_fia|d_::Iension_l1ag == '1') I

adaplaIim|__IleId_e:IteI1sion_lengtl:
llwjlfi
p|ecevln_rate._llI¢
seumIesa_sptIe:_t|ng
reserved
if (ltw_flng == '1')[

lt1r_vnIid_,flIg
. ltw_,nI'fseI

I
if (Pieoewise,,rat¢_f1a3 mu '1') I

reserved

} plecewi5e_I'aI:
if (searnless_,sp]ice_nag == '1‘) [

spllc¢__typ¢
D'IS_nezt_AU[37...3fl}
Inark:r__bit
D'l'S_nc1t_AU[29..l5]
|narker_bIt
DTS_next_AUll4..|Jl

I Inzrker_b1l
for(i =0::' <N'. i++){

I
I
for(i-—-0‘. i <N: i-H-){

} stuffing_by1.e

2/
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Prior to the occurrence of a system time-base discontinuity. the first byte of a Transport Stream packet which contains a _
PTS or UPS which refers to the new system time-base shall not arrive at the input of the T-STD. After the occurrence of
a system time-base discontinuity, the first byte of a Transport Stream packet which contains a PTS or DTS which referrt
to the previous system time-base shall not arrive at the input of the T-STD.

A continuity_counter discontinuity is indicated by the use of the discontinuity_indicator in any Transpon Stream packet.
When the discontinuity state is true in any Transport Stream packet of a PD not designated as a PCR_PlD. the
continuity_counter in that packet may be discontinuous with respect to the previous Transport Stream packet of the same
PID. When the discontinuity state is true in a Transport Stream packet of a PID that is designated as-a PCR_PID, the
continuity_counter may only be discontinuous in the packet in which a system time~base discontinuity occurs. A
continuity counter discontinuity point occurs when the discontinuity state is u-ue in a Transport Stream packet andthe .
continuity_counter in the same packet is discontinuous with respect to the previous Transport Stream packet of the same
PID. A continuity counter discontinuity point shall occur at most one time from the initiation of the discontinuity state
until the conclusion of the discontinuity state. Furthermore. for all P1Ds that are not designated as PCR_PIDs, when the
discontinuity_indicator is set to 'l' in a packet of a specific MD, the discontinuity_indicator may be set to 'l' in the next
Transport Stream packet of that same PID, but shall not be set to ‘l' in three consecutive Transport Stream packet of that
same PID.

For the purpose of this clause. an elementary stream access point is defined as follows:

- Video — The first byte of a video sequence header.

- Audio — The first byte of an audio frame.

After a continuity counter discontinuity in a Transport packet which is designated as containing elementary stream data.
the first byte of elementary stream data in a Transport Stream packet of the same PID shall be the first byte of an
elementary stream access point or in the case of video. the first byte of an elementary stream access point or a
seque_nce_end__code followed by an access point. Each Transport Stream packet which contains elementary stream data
with a PD) not designated as a PCR_PID. and in which a continuity counter discontinuity point occurs. and in which a '
PTS or DTS occurs. shall anive at the input of the T-STD after the system time-base discontinuity for the associated
program occurs. In the case where the discontinuity state is true. if two consecutive 'n~ansport Stream packets of the
same PID occur which have the same continuity_counter _valu_e.and'have adaptation_t'reld_control values set to ‘OI’ or 4
'l l‘. the second packet may be discarded. A Transport Stream shall not be consu-ucred in such a way that discarding such
a packet will cause the loss of PBS packet payload data or PS1 data. ' ' ‘ “

 

After the occurrence of a discontinuity_indicator set to 'l' in a Transport Stream packet which contains PSI information.
a single discontinuity in the version_number of PS] sections may occur. At the occurrence of such a discontinuity. a
version of the TS_program_map_sections of the appropriate program shall be sent with section__length == 13 and the
current_next_indieator == 1. such that there are no prograrr_t_descriptors and no elementary streams described. This shall
then be followed by a version of the TS_program_map_section for each affected program with the version_number
incremented by one and the current_next__indicator == 1, containing a complete program definition. This indicates a
version change in PS1 data.

random_access_lndlcator - The random_access_indicator is a 1-bit field that indicates that the current Transport
Stream packet. and possibly subsequent Transport Stream packets with the same PID. contain some information to aid
random access at this point. Specifically, when the bit is set to '1', the next PBS packet to start in the payload of
Transport Stream packets with the current PID shall contain the first byte of a video sequence header if the PES stream
type (refer to Table 2-29) is l or 2. or shall contain the first byte of an audio frame if the PES stream type is 3 or 4. In
addition. in the case of video. a presentation timestamp shall be present in the PBS packet containing the first picture
following the sequence header. In the case of audio, the presentation timestamp shall be present in the PBS packet
containing the first byte of the audio frame. In the PCR_PID the random_access_indicator may only be set to '1' in
Transport Stream packet containing the PCR fields.

elementat'y_stream_priority_indicator — The elementar'y_strearn_priority_indicator is a l-bit field. It indicates. among
packets with the same PID, the priority of the elementary stream data carried within the payload of this Transport Stream _
packet. A ‘l’ indicates that the payload has a higher priority than the payloads of other Transport Stream packets. In the
case of video. this field may be set to '1' only if the payload contains one or more bytes front an intra-coded slice. A
value of '0' indicates that the payload has the same priority as all other packets which do not have this bit set to 'l'.

PCR__t'lag — The PCR_flag is a 1-bit flag. A value of '1‘ indicates that the adaptation_field contains a PCR field coded in

two parts. A value of '0' indicates that the adaptation field does not contain any PCR field. Z 1
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0PCR__tIag - The 0PCR_tlag is a I-bit flag. A value of '1' indicates that the adaptationfreld contains an OPCR field
coded in two parts. A value of '0‘ indicates that the adaptation field does not contain any OPCR field.

spliclng_polnt_tlag — The splicing_point_,flag is a 1-bit flag. When set to 'I'. it indicates that a splice_countdown field
shall be present in the associated adaptation field, specifying the occurrence of a splicing point. A value of '0' indjcanes
that a spIice__countdown field is not present in the adaptation field.

transport_private_data_l1ag —- The transport_private_data_i'lag is a 1-bit flag. A value of '1' indicates that the
adaptation field contains one or more private__data bytes. A value of '0' indicates the adaptation field does not contain
any private_data bytes. '

adaptatIon_field_extension__flag — The arlaptation,_field_cxtension_flag is a 1-bit field which when set to '1' indicates
the presence of an adaptation field extension. A value of '0' indicates that an adaptation field extension is not present In
the adaptation field.

program_doc|t_reference_base; program_clock__ret‘erenee,extension - The program_clock_reference (PCR) is a
42-bit field coded in two pom. The first part. program_clock_reference_base. is a 33-bit field whose value is given" by
PCR__base(i), as given in equation 2-2. The second part. program_clock_reference_extension, is a 9-bit field whose
value is given by PCR_ext(i). as given in equation 2-3. The PCR indicates the intended time of arrival of the byte
containing the last bit of the prograrn_clock__reference_base at the input of the system target decoder.

originaI_program__clot:k_rel'erence__base; orlginal_program,clock_referenoe__extension — The optional original
program reference (OPCRJ is a 42-bit field coded in two pans. These two parts, the base and the extension. are coded
identically to the two corresponding pans of the PCR field. The presence of the OPCR is indicated by the OPCR,_flng.A
The OPCR field shall be coded only in Transport Stream packets in which the PCR field is present. 0PCRs are permitted
in both single program and multiple program Transport Streams.

OPCR assists in the reconstruction of a single program Transport Stream from another Transport Stream. When
reconstructing the original single program Transport Stream. the OPCR may be copied to the PCR field. The resulting
PCR value is valid only if the original single program Transport Stream is reconstructed exactly in its entirety. This
would include at least any PSI and private data packets which were present in the original Transport Stream and would
possibly require other private arrangements. It also means that the OPCR must be an identical copy of its associated PCR
in the original single program Transport Stream. '

The OPCR is expressed as follows:

0PCR(t') = 0PCR_base(i) X 300 + 0PCR_ext(r') (2-8)

where

0PCR_base(r) = ((system_clock_frequency x t(t")) DIV 300) % 233 (2-9)

0PCR_ext(r') = ((system__clock_frequency X t(r')) Dl_V l) %30() (2-10) .

The OPCR field is ignored by the decoder. The OPCR field shall not be modified by any multiplexer or decoder.

spllce_countdown — The splice_countdown is an 8-bit field, representing a value which may be positive or negative. A
positive value specifies the remaining number of Transport Stream packets. of the same PID. following the associated
Transport Stream packet until a splicing point is reached. Duplicate Transport Stream packets and Transport Stream
packets which only contain adaptation fields are excluded. The splicing point is located immediately after the last byte of
the Transport Stream packet in which the associated splice_countdown field reaches zero. In the Transport Stream
packet where the splice_countdown reaches zero. the last data byte of the Transport Stream packet payload shall be the
last byte of a coded audio frame or a coded picture. In the case of video. the corresponding access unit may or may not
be terminated by a sequence_end__code. Transport Stream packets with the same PID, which follow. may contain data
from a different elementary stream of the same type.

The payload of the next Transport Stream packet of the same PID (duplicate packets and packets without payload being
excluded) shall commence with the first byte of a PBS packet. in the case of audio, the PBS packet payload shall
commence with an access point. In the case of video, the PES packet payload shall commence with an access point, or
with a sequence_end_code. followed by an access point. Thus. the previous coded audio frame or cndeti nintrrrn alione 23
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.51
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with the packet boundary. or is padded to make this so. Subsequent to the splicing point. the countdown field may also -
be present. When the splice_countdown is a negative number whose value is minus a (—n). it indicates that the associated

Transport Stream packet is the n-th packet following the splicing point (duplicate packets and packets without payload
being excluded).

For the purposes of this subclause. an access point is defined as follows:

- Video -— The first byte of a video_sequence_header.

- Audio —The first byte of an audio frame. ._

transport_private_data__length - The transport_private_data_length is an 8-bit field specifying the number of
private_data bytes immediately following the transport private_data_length field. The nu" ber of private_data bytes shall
not be such that private data extends beyond the adaptation field. ‘ l

prlvate_data_byte ~ The private__data_byte is an 8-bit field that shall not be specified b . ‘l'l'U-T I ISO/IEC.

adaptatlon_fieJd_exteusiou_length — The adaptation,_field_extension_length is an 8~bit;field. It indicates the number of
bytes of the extended adaptation field data immediately following this field. including bytes if present.

ltw__l'lag (legal time window_flag) - This is a l-bit field which when set to '1' indicates:tlte presence of the ltW_,0ffsel
field.

plecewise_rate_fIag - This is a 1-bit field which when set to '1' indicates the presence of the piecewiseJflt= field-

seamless_splice_flag - This is a l-bit flag which when set to '1‘ indicates that the splice_'type and DTS,,next_AU fields
are present. A value of '0‘ indicates that neither splice_type nor DTS_next_AU fields are present. This field shall not be
set to '1‘ in Transport Stream packets in which the splieing_point_flag is not set to '1'. Once it is set to '1' in a Transport
Stream packet in which the splice_countdown is positive. it shall be set to ‘l’ in all the subsequent Transport Stream
packets of the same PID that have the splicing_point_flag set to '1'. until the packet in which the spliee_countdown
reaches zero (including this packet). When this flag is set. if the elementary stream carried in this PID is an audio stream.
the splice_type field shall be set to ‘D000’. If the elementary stream carried in this PD is a video stream. it shall fulfill the
constraints indicated by the splice_type value. '

Itw__valld_lIag (legal time window'_valid_flag) ~ This is a 1-bit fieldwhlch when set to '1‘ indicates that the value of the
ltw_offset shall be valid. A value of '0' indicates that the value in the ltw__offset field is undefined.

ltw_ofl'set (legal time window offset) — This is a 15-bit field. the value of which is defined only if the ltw__valid flag has
a value of ‘I‘. When defined. the legal time window offset is in units of (300/f,) seconds. where f, is the system clock
frequency of the program that this PID belongs to. and fulfills: T

offset = t.(i) — t(i)

ltw__offset = offset//l ,

where i is the index of the'first byte of this Transport Stream packet, offset is the value encoded in this field. t(i) '15 the
arrival time of byte i in the T-STD, and t1(i) is the upper bound in time of a time interval called the Legal Time Window
which is associated with this Transpon Stream packet.

The Legal Time Window has the property that if this Transport Stream is delivered to a T-STD starting at time t;(i).
i.e. at the end of its Legal Time Window, and all other Transport Stream packets of the same program are delivered at
the end of their Legal Time Windows. then

- For video — The MB,, buffer for this PID in the T-STD shall contain less titan 184 bytes of elementary
stream data at the time the first byte of the payload of this Transport Stream packet enters it. and no buffer
violations in the T~STD shall occur. '

0 For audio — The B,, buffer for this P11) in the T-STD shall contain less than BS“ + 1 bytes of elementary
stream data at the time the first byte of this Transport Stream packet enters it. and no buffer violations in
the T-STD shall occur.

Depending «on factors including the size of the buffer MB,, and the rate of data transfer between MB" and EB". it is
possible to determine another time to(i), such that if this packet is delivered anywhefe in the imewfil Boll). 110)]. 00
T-STD buffer violations will occur. This time interval is called the Legal Time Window. The value of to is not defined in
this Recommendation I lntemational Standard. 8 9’
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The information in this field is intended for devices such as remultiplexcrs which may need tltis information in order to
reconstruct the state of the buffers MB...

piet:ewise_rate - The meaning of this 22-bit field is only defined when both the ltw_flag and the ltw_valid,flsg are set
to '1‘. when defined. it is at positive integer specifying a hypothetical bitrate R wl-tich is used to define the end times of
the Legal Time windows of Transport Stream packets of the same PID that follow this packet but do not include the
legal_time_window__offset field.

Assume that the first byte of this Transport Stream packet and the N following Transport Stream packets of the same
PID have indices A.-. A; .. I. A; + N. respectively. and that the N latter packets do not have a value encoded in the field
lega]_u'me,_window~offset. Then the values tr(Ai ,1) shall be determined by:

t1(A;+j)=t1(A;) +3 - 188 - 8-bitsfbyte/R

where j goes from 1 to N.

All packets between this packet and the next packet of the same PED to include a 1egal__time_wittdow_offset field shall
be treated as if they" had the value: '

offset = t[(Ai) - {(A1}

corresponding to the value II(.) as computed by the formula above encoded in the 1egal_t.ime_window_offsel field. t(_i) is
the arrival time of bylej in the T-STD.

The meaning of this field is not defined when it is present in e Transport Suetutt packet with no
legel,_time_window_offset field. '

. sp|ice_type — This is a 4-bit field. From the first occurrence of this field onwards. ll Shall |'taVE Ihfi Same V-31119 in 311 315
subsequent Transport Stream packets of the same PIIJ in which it is present. until the packet in which the
splice_countdcwn reaches zero (including this packet). If the elementary stream carried in that PID is an audio stream.
this field shall have the value ‘D000’. If the elementary stream carried in that P113 is a video stream. this field indicates the
conditions that shall be respected by this elementary stream for splicing purposes. THESE C0fll‘lili0fl'-5 313 dflfiflfid 35 3
function of pmfile. level and splice_type in Table 2-’? dtmugh Table 2-16.

In these tables. a value for 'splice_dccoding_deley' and ‘ma.t,splice_rate‘ means that the following conditions shall be
satisfied by the video elementary stream:

l) The last byte of the coded picture ending in the Transport Stream packet in which the 5P1i°¢.€°“m11°Wfi
reaches zero shall remain in the VEV buffer of the VBV model for an amount of time equal to

(splic_e_decocling_de]ay 1,” 1 - t,,). where for the purpose of this subclause:

' rt is the index of the coded picture ending in the Transport Stream packet in which the
splice_countdown reaches zero, i.e. the coded picture referred to above.

0 t,,'is defined in C.3.l of [TU-T Rec. H.262 I ISOHEC 13813-2.

- (1,, t , - 1,.) is defined in c.9 through c. 12 of t'r:u;l‘ Rec. H.262 I tsortec 13313-2.

NOTE - tn is the time when coded picture n-llitrentpvetl from the VBV buffer. and (in + I - In) "5 ‘-119 “"9150” 5”
which picture :1 is presented. ' '

 
 

t‘l'low if its input is switched at the splicing point to a
's‘pIice_rate' for an amount of time equal to

25

2} The VBV buffer of the VB‘! mod
stream of a constant rate ‘

'splice__decoding_delay'.
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Table 2-7 - Spllce parameters Table 1

Simple Profile Main Level, Maln Profile Main Level, SNR Profile Maln Level (both layers),

Spatial Profile lllgh-1440 Level (base layer), High Profile Maln Level (middle + base la)’¢_l'8)

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
0 000000“ 
L 000000000 v.

'1

_ .. - - ; 'u ' '
II

Table 2-8 — Splice parameters Table 2

Main Profile Low Level, SNR Profile Low Level (both layergz),
Hlgh Profile MalnLevel (base layer) Vldeo =5’I4

splice_decoding__delay = 115 me: max_sp1ioe_ra1e = 4.0 x 10‘ bills

splice_decoding__delay = 155 ms; max_sp1ice__me = 3.0 x 10° bxtls

splice_decoding_delay == 230 ms: max_splioc_,rate = 20 x 10‘ bills

 
 

 
 

  

  

spllce_decodIng_delay 0: 250'ms; max_splice__rate = I 8 X I0‘ bnls

000000" 
0 00=~==0=-=0 3‘

l
32
rTable 2-9 - Spllce parameters Table 3

Main Profile High.-1440 Level, Spatial Profile Hlgb-1440 Level (all layers).
Hlgh Profile High-1440 Level (middle + base layers) Video

 

   splice_decoding_delay = 120 ms; max_spIiee_raIe = 60.0 x 10° bills '

 
 

splice__decoding_delay = 160 ms; max_splice_rate = 45.0 X 106 bills

“splice_decoding_delay = 240 ms; max_splice_ral.e a son x 10‘ bills
splice__decoding_delay = 250 ms; max_splice_rale = 28.5 x 10° bills. .

00000“
L 0se~0=0r-=0 0

2G.
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Table 2-10 -Spline parameters Table 4

Main Profile High Level, High Pmfile I-Ilgh-1440 Lewd (all layers).
High Profile High Level (middle 4- base layers) Video

splicc__dccodin3_de|ay = I20 ms; max_splicc_naI.e. = 30.0 x 10° bius   
sp|ic.c_dc.coding___deJay = I50 ms; max_splice_ra1e = 60.0 x 10° bilis

  splice_dacoding_delay = 240 ms: ma.x_splicc_ratc =40.0 X 10° bws

splicc_decoding_de!ay = 250 ms; n1ax__,sp]J'I:e_raI.e = 38.0 x 10“ mars
"W"
T v==~*='“=n=d

 

Tnlzle 2~ll - Splice parameters Table 5

SNR Profile Law Level (base layer) Video

sp1ice_decod1'ng_dc|ay = 115 ms‘, max_splice_ral.c = 3.0 x 10‘ birls 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

spi:‘cc_dccoding_dclay = 175 ms: rna1_splioc_rv.te = 2.0 3-: 10‘ bitfs

splice_decodinLdclay n 2:_1_) ms; mu_:pl}6e_mm‘§£';I_.4 x 106 bills -

°°“~'°'=
J ’ U==~1=fi=~=d   

Table 2-12 -— Splice parameters Table 6

SNR Profile Main Level [base layer) Video

 splice_d:x:o-ding__delny = 115 ms: ma.x_5plic¢_rate = I0.0 x 106 bills
 splioe_decoding_de]ay = 145 ms: ll'lB.l_Sp|ice_l"aLc = 30 x 106 bivs
 splicc_docodJ'ng_delBy -= 235 ms; n1.H.x_spliee_mte = 5.0 K lflé bitfs

spEic:_decoc1:‘ng_dc]ay = 250 ms: ma;:_sp11ce_rau,e = 4,7 x 106 bitfs

0100-10: a Rmwm

J v===wn=d

 
3?
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Tabie I-13 — Splice parameters Table 7

Spatial Profile High-1440 Level (middle + base layers} Video

spl.in:_decoding__deiay = :20 ms; mnx_sp|ice_m1e = 40.0 3: 10° bii_Jn  
 

 
  

 
 

 
splice_,daooding_delay = 150 ms; rnax__splice_raIe = 30.0 x 10‘ bifirs

spIice_ducoding_dah1y = 240 ms‘. max__:p|ice_raIn = 211.0 x 10‘ bi_'Us

spliuc_dwodingJ:l:1ay =- 250 rns; max_5plicc_mu: =- 19.0 x 106 bit:.f5

1100-: I 11 User«de.fin::d E
z
II

1
r.
,.
i!

Table 2-14 - Splice parameters Table 8 5;1 I

I ._

High Profile Main Level (all layers). High Profile High-mo Level (mjase layer) video

=v"==—w

10

   

 

sp]ice._du:oding__d1=lay *—- 120 ms; max_sp‘Ii1'.-z_ratc = 20.0 x I06 bills

sp1ice_decodEng_delny = 160 ms; rm:L_sp1ice_mte = 15.0 x 106 bills

spJice_dc.Doding_deiay = 740 ms; max_s1:Il'1ce_raI.c = I01) :1 10° birls

 

 

  
 

“sp1'1ce_decoding_d1-.lay = 250 ms: maJ:_splicc_mt1: .-. 9.5 3-: 10° hitfs:

@
i;:'i 1

  

Table 2-15 - Splice parameters Table 9

High Profile High Level (base1ayer)Video

  

  
 

 

 

 

 
  

 
Conditions

splice_dwoding,_deEny = 120 ms; m'ax_spl.ice_mte = 25.0 X 106 biiis 
 splicc_,decoding_delay = 165 ms; mn_sp|icc_rate % 18.0 x lo‘ bitfs
 splice_decoding_d:lay = 250 ms; m:1xYsplic1e__rate 1: I10 X [06 bib’-s

0°‘ 1-10“
T

28
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Table 2-16 - Splice parameters Table 10

High Profile High level (all layers) Vldeo

Us-defined

  
DTSWnext__AU {decoding time stamp next ttocess unit} - This is a 33-bit field. coded in three parts. In the case of
continuous and periodic decoding through this splicing point it indicates the decoding time of the first access unit
following the splicing point. This decoding time is expressed in the time base which is valid in the Transport Stream
packet in which the splice__courttdown reaches zero. From the first occurrence of this field onwards. it shall have the
same value in all the Subsequent Transport Stream packets of the same P11) in which it is present. until the packet in
which the splice_cottntdowrt reaches zero (including this packet).

stull1ng_byt:e - This is a fixed 8-bit value equal to '1 l I l H 1 I’ that can be inserted by the encoder. It is discarded by the
decoder. - -

2.-1.3.6 PES packet

See Table 2-17.

2.4.3.7 Sernailc dellnltlon of fields in PES packet

pacl:et_start_code_preftx — The pacltet_st.art_code_pref'tx is a 24-bit code. Together with the stream_id that follows it
constitutes a packet start code that identifies the beginning of a packet. The paeltet_start_code'_prefix is the bit string
'000O DODOOOOOOOOOOOOOODOT l0xU0000l).

stream_ld —- In Progratn Strearns. the stream_id specifies the type and number of the elementary stream as defined by
the sI:re¢tm_id Table 2-18. In Transport Streams, the slIt:aIn_id may be set to any valid value which Correctly describes
the elementary stream type as defined in Table 2-18. In Transport Streams. the elementary stream type is specified in the
Program Specific Infurrnation as specified in 2.4.4. .

PES_pacltet_Iength — A 16-bit field specifying the number of bytes in the PBS packet following the last byte of the
field. A value of 0 indicates that the PES packet length is neither specified nor bounded and is allowed only in
PBS packets whose payload consists of bytes from a video elementary stream contained in 'I‘ran.sport Stream packets.

PES_scramlJIlng_eontrol — The 2-bit PES_scrambling_contro[ field indicates the scrambling mode of the PBS packet
payload. When scrambling is performed at the PBS level. the PBS packet header, including the optional fields when

present, shall not be scrambled (see Table 2-I9]. 2 Cf
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Table 247 — PES packet

@
1>E.s_packe.:o 1 ' 14 NM

  
  

 paclr.el_slal1.Dode_prefl1
st]-u]|1_]d 8 'I.|.IIlISbI'
PES_packet.lu1gIh - 15 1131115“

   
  
  
  

 
  

if (su':am_id != progm'n_summ_map
&.& su~r.nm_id !== pnddinLstrcam
&& :tream_id !=- privale_st.rearn_2
&& 5:rearn__id 1= ECM
Sui: Ilr:aI'n__jd 1:: EMM
&&'. slream_1'c1 ‘.= pwgnm_smam_dimctory
am st:eam_id != DSMCC_stream
ans: su'enm_id != ITU-T Rec‘ I-1.222.! type B stmam) {.10.

PES_,sc.ram|fl.ing_control
PES_prtorIty
daIn_I.Iignmenl_indI|:'ntor
copyright
orlglnal_ur_|.-opy
rI'S_ln's_nugs
CR.1'-his
ES_nte,_nng
DSM_trlck_mod:_llag
acldmonnl_¢opy_InIo__IIng
l'ES_CRC_!lag
FES_enen.sion_flag
l'ES_header__dau_lo2ngIl1
1f(Fl‘S_DTS_flags == '10‘) {

W10‘
PIS [32,30]
mm-ker_blt
PTS [29..15)
marlin-.r_b|l _
PTS [I-1-0]
marl:er_|m

 
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
    

  
  
  
  

  

  
  
 

 

HH.. n-nlln-Itnh-IL-I.bflu-u-AI-It-II-II-II-It-Inn-n-nu|.II9
 I

if(PI‘S_D'I'S_fings == '11‘) I
‘OOI 1'
PIS I32...-30]
l'l'IBl'|(El’__bH
PIS [£9.15]
rnarlier_bit
I-‘T5 [1-1.1)]
um-ker_bIt
'DOOl‘
DTS [32..JI‘.|]
Inarkenbit
DTS [29,15]
mm-ker_blt
DTS [NJ]
1'I'|arke.r_IJlt

 
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

 
  

 
 

I-=-15':-¢.rI«l-‘-I;-I5‘!--14!-I‘:
 }

if fESCR_flag =.—. '1'} {
reserved
ESCR_bn.se[31..30]
n1arker_bit '
liSCR_base{29..l5]
marker_l:it
ESCR,,base[1d..l)]
markel-_|:lt
l3SCR_en¢usIon
marker_biI

 
  

  
    

  
 

  

 
 

I-II-I I-IVBDIUIII-00%|--IHIH
 

I
if (ES__raIe_flng an 'i') I

marker_blt
ES_me -
I!IIll'kEr_lJll

  
 

 

 

 
 

FE?
 

30
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Table 2-17 - PES packet lcanrirmed.)

if (DSM_lriI:k_mude__flag== '1‘) I
tr|ck__mode_eonl:-ol
if [1r'1ck_mode_ccntrol==fast_for\vIId J {

IIEIIIJII
lnIra_s1ice_renui:

} frequency_tfl1ncI|ion
else if ( l:rick_mnde_I::um.mI -== s1ow_maLian ) [

1-ep_cnu-I -
1
else il( tI‘ick.mode_contro| == froezejrame) {

l'ield_jcI

I reserved
else if ( Lrick_mode_eomrol =2 fasI;_I\'.verseJ I

fIeIdJd
|ntra_sl1ce_rel‘1-ash
l'requeney_1runcnunn

else if ( Ln'ck_mode_oan1ml == slow-r_1'everse ) I

I rep_cntr1else
reserved

I
if{ eddiL‘1onnJ_copy_infokflag == ‘l') {

marker_hit
addlIiona1__copy_lnfo

1
EH PES_CRC__1“lag == '1") [

] Prev1ous..PE5.Imket_CRC
if!’ PES_exler1sicm__flag == '1') 1

PES_prInle_data_nng
|Iack_luender_!'le1d__!'lng
prograrn_packet_peqnence_cuunter_nag
P-S'I'D_hulTer__flagreserved

PES_exIensinn_,flag_2
if ( PES_private_d3ta_flag == '1') I

} PFS_pdvale_data
iii (pack_he.ader_fieId_flag == 'I') {

p3ck_field_Ieug't|1

] pack_header()
if (program_packeI_scque.nce_eoun:er_l'Jag =='!') I

umrkerjil
prugI'am__packct_sequence_oounler
n1nrker_bll
Ml‘'EG1_MPEG2__Idenlifler

: nrigina1_stufl,_Ieng1l1
if(P-S1'[).fi|i:v'tJffer__fla3 1:: ‘l‘) {

P-STD_bu l'l'er_5cIl¢

I P-S‘I'D_lJuffe r_slze
if ( PES_exlcnsio:1_flag_2 == '1') {

mnr|¢er_b|i
PE'.S_exlemiIon_fleld_lengll1
for (i = D; i < FES_extension_field_}ength; 1'-9+) {

} reserved
I

}
fur(i=0: i <NI:i++){

ztul'flng__hyte
l
for (i =0; i e: N2; I-H-){

PES_pacike1_datn_by1e
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Table 2-17 — PES packet (concluded)

else if ( an-earn_id v== progmm_sueam_rnap
it sLrea.rn_id == pi-ivale_s1ream__2
ll streun-i__id == ECM
ll sl:r=an1_id == EMM
ll sIream_id == pmgram_sueam_direetory
ll stream-n_id == DSMCC_sI.team
ll strearn_id nu ITU-T Roe. l-1.222.! type E stream 1 I

for (i = 0: i < FES_pac1:et_length; i++) [

] PI$_packet_data_byie
1
else it ( streai-n_ii.i == padding_su-cam) [

for (i = 0; i < PES_paeket_Ienglh: i++) [

} padding_byte

   
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 

  
Table 2-18 - Stream__id assignments

lot] 1100 pmgmm_Stt‘eaIl1_map
1011 11111 private._sLre.am_1
1011 1110 padding_stream
1011 till privatc_srre.arn__2
1101 Jutltlt ISOHEC 13318-3 urlSOl'1EC 11172-3 audio

stream number x suutx
H10 xxxx [TU-T Rec. H.262lISO.l'1EC 13318-2 0r1SO.'1EC1ll'J2-2

video stream number xxxx
1 I ll D000 E£M_suearn
I Ill 0001 _ EMM_,sueam
1111110111 [TU-'1' Rec. H.222.0 I ISOHEC 13818-1 An.nexB or

ISOHEC 13818-6_DSMOC__strea.n1
111! 0011 ISOf1E£'_l3S22_sl.rcaJ1'I
11110100 ITU-TRec.1*1.222.1typeA
11110101 [TU-T Rec. 11,212,] type B
11110110 - ITU-'1" Rec. 1-1222.1 type C
11110111 ITU-T Rec.H.222.1 type D
11111000 l'1"U-TRec.H.222.1rypeE
1151 1001 ancillanrwstmam

1l111Dl(1...lI1l 1110 Reserveddauislreem
1 11 1 1111 \prCIg1'fl.ll'l_.$1.1'BilI'Il_ti1ifCC1L)f)-l

The notation it means. that the value '0' or ‘I’ are both pen-niited and results in the same stream type. The stream number is
given by the values taken by the it's.

NOTES

1 PES packets of type pmgmrn_5tream_rnap have unique syntax specified in 2.5.4.1.
2 PES packets of type pr-ivaze_s1rearn_l and lS0!lE.C_l 3552_stream follow the same PES packet syntax as those for
ITU-T Rec.l-1.162l1SOa"1EC 13318-2 video nnc1150l1E.C 138186 audio streams.

3 PES packets of type private_stream_2. ECM_5u'eam and EMM_st.ream are similar to pr1'vale_slream_1 except no
syntax is specified after PES_packel_length field.

4 PES packets of type prugrnm_stmam__diructorg.' have a unique syntax specified in 2.5.5.

5 PBS packets nftype DSM-CC_sr.ream have 11 unique syntax specified in ISOIIEC l3E1B— 6.

5 This stream_id is associated with strcamjype 0109 in Table 2-29.

7 This stream_id is only used in PBS packets. which carry data fmm 3 Program Stream or an ISOHEC 11172-I
System Stream. in 9 Transport Stream (refer to 2.4.3.1).

3?.
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Table M9 - PES scrambling control value

—m umm

 

 
 
 

  

 

~ User-defined

User-defined
 

PES__p1-iorlty — This is a 1-bit field indicating the priority of the payload in this PBS packet. A '1' indicates a higher
priority of the payload of the PBS packet payload than a PBS packet payload with this field set to '0'. A multiplexer can
use the PBS_priority bit to prioritize its data within an elementary stream. This field shall not be changed by the
transport mechanism.

data_allgnment_indlcator — This is a 1-bit flag. When set to a value of '1' it indicates that the PES packet header is
immediately followed by the video start code or audio syncword indicated in the data_st1eam_alignment_desc1-iptor
in 2.6.10 if this descriptor is present. If set to a value of 'l' and the descriptor is not present, alignment as indicated in
alignment__type '01‘ in Table 2-47 and Table 2-48 is required. When set to a value of '0' it is not defined whether any
such alignment occurs or not. —

copyright - This is a 1-bit field. When set to '1‘ it indicates that the material of the associated PBS ‘packet payload is
protected by copyright When set to '0‘ it is not defined whether the material is protected by copyright. A copyright
descriptor described in 2.6.24 is associated with the elementary stream which contains this PES packet and the copyright
flag is set to '1' if the descriptor applies to the material contained in this PES packet.

original_or__copy — This is a 1-bit field. When set to '1' the contents of the associated PES packet payload is an original.
When set to '0' it indicates that the contents of the associated PBS packet payload is a copy.

P'l‘S_DTS__l'lags —- This is a 2-bit field. When the t>rs_ors_nags nei&7is"'-'sei' to "10’, the FPS fields shall be present in
’ the PES packet header. When the P'l'S_DTS_fiags field is set to '1 1'. both me l’I‘S fields and DTS fields shall be present

in the PES packet header. When the P'I‘S_DTS_flags field is set to '00’ no PTS or DTS fields shall be present in the PES
packet header. The value '01‘ is forbidden.

ESCR_ilag — A l-bit flag. which when set to '1‘ indicates that ESCR base and extension fields are present in the PES
packet header. When set to '0‘ it indicates that no ESCR fields are present. -

ES_rate__t'lag ~ A l-bit flag. which when set to '1‘ indicates that the ES_rate field is present in the PBS packet header.
When set to '0' it indicates that no ES_ratc field is present.

DSM_tr'ick,,mode_llag — A l-bit flag, which when set to '1' it indicates the presence of an 8-bit trick mode field. When
set to '0' it indicates that this field is not present.

addltional_copy_lnl'o_;nag - A 1-bitflag, which when set to '1' indicates the presence of the additional_copy_iI|f0 fifild.
When set to '0' it indicates that this field is not present. 1*

PES_CRC_flng - A 1-bit flag. which when set to '1' indicates that a CRC field is present in the PBS packet.‘ When set to
'0' it indicates that this field is not present.

PES_extenslo11__tlag — A 1-bit flag. which when set to '1‘ indicates that an extension field exists in this PES packet
header. When set to '0' it indicates that this field is not present.

PES_header_data_length — An 8-bit field specifying the total number of bytes occupied by the optional fields and any
stuffing bytes contained in this PBS packet header. The presence of optional fields is indicated in the byte that precedes
the PES_header__data_length field.

marlter_bit — A marker__bit is a 14bit field that has the value '1'. 3 3
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PTS (presentation time stamp) - Presentation times shall be related to decoding times as follows: The PTS is a 33.5
number coded in three separate fields. It indicates the time of presentation, tp,.(k). in the system target decoder of a
presentation unit it of elementary stream it. The value of PTS is specified in units of the period of the system clock
frequency divided by 300 (yielding 90 kHz). The presentation time is derived from the PTS according to equation 2-! I
below. Refer to 2.7.4 for constraints on the frequency of coding presentation timestamps.

PTS(k)- = ((sysrem__clack__frequency X tp,, (k)) DIV 300) % 233 (2-1 l)

where tp,,(l<) is the presentation time of presentation unit P,.(k).
in the case of audio, if a PTS is present in PBS packet header it shall refer to the firsiiaccess unit commencingin the.
PES packet. An audio access unit commences in a PBS packet if the first byte of the audio access unit is present in the
res packet. ‘ 3;

In the case of video. if :1 PTS is present in a PBS packet header it shall refer to the unit containing the first picture ‘
start code that commences in this PBS packet. A picture start code commences in PES packet if the first byte of the
picture start code is present in the PES packet ‘ "

For audio presentation units (PUs). video PUs in low_de!ay sequences, and B-pictures. the presentation time tp,.(lt) shall
be equal to the decoding time td,,(k). - ': ; .

For I- and P—pictutcs in non-low_delay sequences and in the case when there is no decoding discontinuity between
access units (AUs) k and it’. the presentation time tp,,(k) shall be equal to the decoding time td,,(lt') of the next
transmitted I- or P-picture (refer to 2.7.5). If there is a decoding discontinuity. or the stream ends. the difference between
tp,,(k) and td,,(k) shall be the same as if the original stream had continued without a discohtinuity and without ending.

NOTE I - A low_delay sequence is a video sequence in which the low_delay flag’ is set (refer to 6.2.2.3 of [TU-T
Rec. H.262 l ISO/iEC l38l8-2). .4

If there is filtering in audio. it is assumed by the system model that filtering introduces no delay. hence the sample
referred to by PTS at encoding is the satne sample referred to by PTS at decoding. In the case of scalable coding refer
to 2.7.6. - .

DTS (decoding time stamp) — The DTS is a 33-bit number coded in three separate fields. It indicates the decoding time,
td,,(i). in the system target decoder of an access unit j of elementary stream it. The value of DTS is specified in units of
the period of the system clock frequency divided by 300 (yielding 90 kHz). The decoding time derived from the DTS
according to equation 2-I2 below:

DTSU) = ((.s'ystem_cIock_frequency x td,, (in DIV 300)}: 233 (2-12)’

where td,,(i) is the decoding time of access unit A,,(j).

In the case of video. if a DTS is present in a PBS packet header it shall refer to the access? unit containing the first picture
start code that commences in this PES packet. A picture start code commences in PE}; packet if the first byte of the
picture start code is present in the PES packet. -f

In the case of scalable coding refer to 2.7.6. ' .

ESCR_hase; ESCR_extenslon - The elementary stream clock reference is a 42-bit field coded in two pans. The first
part, ESCR_base. is a 33-bit field whose value is given by ESCR_base(i), as given in equation 2-14. The second part.
ESCR__ext, is a 9-bit field whose value is given by ESCR_ext(i), as given in equation 2-15. The ESCR field indicates the‘
intended time of arrival of the byte containing the last bit of the E.SCR_base at the input of the PBS-STD for PBS
streams (refer to 2.5.2.4). . ’

Specifically:

ESCRU) = ESCR_base(t') X 300 + ESCR__£Xt(t');i (2-13)

where

ESCR_ba5e(t') = ((.rystem__clack_frequency It t(t')) DIV 300) % 233 ‘ (2-14)

ESCR_ext(t') = ((system_clock_frequency * t(0) DIV l)% 300 (2-15)
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The ESCR and ES_t-ate fieid (refer to semantics immediately following) contain timing information relating to the
sequence of PES strearns. These fields shall satisfy the constraints defined in 2.7.3.

ES_t-ate (elementary stream rate) - The ES_rate field is a 22-bit unsigned integer specifying the rate at which the
system target decoder receives bytes of the PBS packet in the case of a PBS stream. The ES_rate is valid in the PBS
packet in which it is included and in subsequent PBS packets of the same I-‘ES stream until a new ES_rate field is
encountered. The value of the ES_rate is measured in units of 50 bytes/second. The value 0 is forbidden. The value of
the ES_rutc is used to define the time of arrival of bytes at the input of a P-STD for PBS streams defined in 2.5.2.4. The
value encoded in the ES_rate field may vary from PES_pa.eket to PES_pacltet.

trick_nrode_control — A 3-bit field that indicates which trick mode is applied to the associated video stream. In cases of _
other types of elementary streams. the meanings of this field and those defined by the following five bits are undefined.
For the definition of tric|t_mode status. refer to the trick mode section of 2.4.2.3. '

When trick_mode status is false. the number of times N, a picture is output by the decoding process for progressive
sequences. is specified for each picture by the repeat_first_fie1d and top_field_first fields in the case of ITU-T
Rec. H.262 IISOIIEC 13818-2 Video. and is specified through the sequence header in the case of ISOIIEC 11172-2Video.

Fur interlaced sequences. when trickjnode status is false, the number of times N. a picture is output by the decoding
process for progressive sequences. is specified for each picture by the rcpenl_fiI'st_,ficId and progressivejrame fields in
the case of ITU-T Rec. H.262 I ISO/JEC l3818-2 Video.

When trick mode status is true. the number of times that a picture shall be displayed depends on the value of N.

When the value of this field changes or trick mode operations cease. any combination of the following may occur:

- discontinuity in the time base;

- decoding discontinuity:

- continuity counter discontinuity.

Table 2-20 — Trick mode control values

 
 

 
 
 

  

In the context of trick mode, the non-normal speed of decoding and presentation may cause the values of certain fields
defined in video elementary stream data to be incorrect. Likewise. the semantic constraint on the slice structure may be
invalid. The video syntax elements to which this exception applies are: =

- bit__r'ate'.

0 vbv_deley;

- repea1__f1tst__fteld;

° V__axis_p05il.ive;

- field_sequence;

- subcatrier: _

° burst_amplitude: ' 3 Sr
- subcarri er_phase.
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‘fast forward — The value '000‘. in the trick_mode,control field. When this value is present it indicates a fast forward

sequences, the picture should be displayed N t rep_cntrl times, where N is defined above.

~ ~-I irg.-*%

ISOIIEC 13818-I : 1996 (E)

A decoder cannot rely on the values encoded in these fields when in triclt mode.

Decoders are not normatively required to decode the trick_mode_contro1 field. However, the following normative
requirements shall apply to decoders that do decode the tn'clt_mode_control field.

video stream and defines the meaning of the following five bits in the PBS packet header. The intra__slice_refresh bit
may be set to '1' indicating that there may be missing macroblocks which the decoder may replace with co-sited
macroblocks of previously decoded pictures. The field_id field, defined in Table 2-21. indicates which field or fields
should be displayed. The frequency_trunrmtion field indicates that a restricted set of coefficients may be included. The
meaning of the values of this field are shown in Table 222. ’

slow motion - The value ‘O01’. in the trick_mode_control field. When this value is present itindicates a slow motion

video stream and defines the meaning of the following five bits in the PBS packet header. In the case of progressive
1

In the case of ISO/IEC 11172-2 Video and ITU-T Rec. 1-1.262 I ISO/[EC 13818-2 Video progressive sequences. the
picture should be displayed for N * rep_cntrl picture duration. ‘ ', .

In the case of ITU-T Rec. 1-1.2621180/IEC 13818-2 interlaced sequences, the picture should be displayed for '
N* rep,cntrl field duration. If the picture is a frame picture, the first field to be displayed is the top field if
top_field__first is 1. and the bottom field if‘top__field_first is ‘O’ (refer to ITU-'1‘ Rec. H.262 I ISO/[BC 13818-2). This
field is displayed for N 1- rep_cntrl/2 field duration. The other field of the picture is then displayed for N -
N * rep_cntrl I 2 field duration. j v,

freeze frame — The value '0l0'. in the trick_mode_contro1 field. When this value is present it indicates a freeze frame
video stream and defines the meaning of the following five bits in the PBS packet header. The field_id field, defined in
Table 2-21. identifies which field(s) should be displayed. The field_id field refers to the first videoacocss unit that
commences in the PES packet which contains the field_id field, unless the PES packet contains zero payload bytes. In
the latter case the field_id field refers to the most recent previous video access unit.

fast reverse — The value '01 1', in the triCk__mode_control field. When this value is present it indicates a fast reverse
video stream and defines the meaning of the following five bits in the PES packet header. 'I11e intra_slice_refresh bit
may be set to '1' indicating that there may be missing macroblocks which the decoder may replace with co-sited
macroblocks of previously decoded pictures."I'he field_id field, defined in Table 2-21, indicates which field or fields
should be displayed. The frequency-_truncation field indicates that a restricted set of coefficients may be included. The
meaning of the values of this field are shown in Table 2-22, "Coefficient selection values".

slow reverse — The value '100'. in the triclt_mode_cont;I'ol field. When this value is present it:indicates a slow reverse
video stream and defines the meaning of the following five bits in the PES packet header. In the case of
ISO/IEC 11172-2 Video and ITU-T Rec. H.262 l ISO/[EC 13818-2 Video progressive sequences, the picture should be
displayed for N t rep_cntrl picture duration. where N is defined above. ,

In the case of ITU-T Rec. H.262|1S0/IEC 13818-2 interlaced sequences. the picture should be displayed for
N * rep_cntrl field duration. If the picture is a frame picture, the first field to be displayed is the bottom field if
top_field_first is l. and the top field if top_fie|d_first is '0’ (refer to fl'U-T Rec. H.262 IISOIIBC 13818-2).’ This field is
displayed for N * rep_cntrl I 2 field duration. The other field of the picture is then displayed for N — N * rep_cntrl I 2
field duration.

field_id — A 2-bit field that indicates which field(s) should be displayed. It is coded according to Table 2-21.

Table 2-21 — Field__ld field control values

T
 Display from top field only
 Display from bottom field only

  
 
 
 

= 5s
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lntra_slice_relresh — A I-bit flag. which when set to 'l'. indicates that there may be missing macroblocks between
V coded slices of video data in this PES packet. When set to '0' this may not occur. For more infonnation see ITU-T

Rec. H.262 I ISOIIEC 13818-2. The decoder may replace missing macroblocks with co-sited macroblocks of previously
decoded pictures.

frequency_tr-uncation 4 A 2-bit field which indicates that a restricted set of coefficients may have been used in coding
the video data in this PBS packet. The values are defined in Table 2-22.

Table 2-22 - Coefficient selection values

 Only DC coefficients are non-zero .
 Only the first three coeflicierits are non-zero

 

 
 

  
  Only the first six coefficients are non-zero

All coefficients may be non-zero

rep_cntrl — A 5-bit field that indicates the number of times each field in an interlaced picture should be displayed. or the
number of times that a progressive picture should be displayed. It is a function of the triclt_mode_contml field and the
top,field_i'irst bit in the video sequence header whether the top field or the bottom field should be displayed firs! in the
case of interlaced pictures. The value '0‘ is forbidden. -

additlonal_copy__in!o - This 7-bit field contains private data relating to copyright information.

previous_PES_packet_CRC - The previous_PES_pacltet_CRC is a 16-bit field that contains the CRC value that yields
a zero output of the lfiregisters in the decoder similar to the one defined in Annex A. but with the polynomial:

x‘5+x”+x5+l

‘ after processing the data bytes of the previous PBS packet, exclusive of the PES packet header.
NOTE 2 - This CRC is intended for use in network maintenance such as isolating the source of intermittent errors. It is not

intended for use by elementary stream decoders. It is calculated only over the data bytes because PBS packet header data can be
modified during transport.

PES_private__data_flag — A l-bit flag which when set to 'l' indicates that the PES packet header contains private data.
When set to a value of '0' it indicates that private data is not present in the PBS header.

paclt_header__t'leld_tlag 4 A 1-bit flag which when set to '1' indicates that an ISO/[EC 11172-1‘pa'ck header or a
Program Stream pack header is stored in this PBS packet header. If this field is in a PBS packet that is contained in a_
Program Stream, then this field shall beset to '0'. in a Transport Stream, when set to the value '0' it indicates that no peck
header is present in the PBS header.

program__pncket_sequence_counter_ilag — A 1-bit flag which when set to 'l' indicates that the
program_packet_sequence_counter, MPEGl_MPEG2_identifier. and otiginal_stufi'__1ength fields are present in this
PES packet. When set to a value of '0' it indicates that these fields are not present in the PES header.

P-STD_buffer,i'lag - A I-bit flag which when set to '1' indicates that the P-STD_bui'fer__scale and P-S'I_'D_buffer__size
are present in the PES packet header. When set to a value of '0' it indicates that these fields are not present in the
PBS header.

PES_extension,flag_2 — A 1-bit field which when set to 'l‘ indicates the presence of the PES_extension_field._length
field and associated fields. When set to a value of '0’ this indicates that the PES__extension__field__length field and any
associated fields are not present.

PES_private_data - This is a I6-byte field which contains private data. This data, combined with the fieldsebefore and
after, shall not emulate the packet__start_code_prefix (OXOOOOOI).

pacl-t_fteld_lengtls — This is an '8-bit field which indicates the length. in bytes. of the oack_h=8def..fi°1d0« 3 7
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prograrn_packet_sequence_counter — The prograrn_packet_sequence_counter field is a 7-bit field. It is an optional .
counter that increments with each successive PBS packet front a Program Stream or from an ISOIIEC 11172-1 Stream or
the PBS packets associated with a single program definition in a Transport Stream. providing functionality similar to a
continuity counter (refer to 2.4.3.2). This allows an application to retrieve the original PES packet sequence of a
Program Stream or the original packet sequence of the original ISOIIEC 11172-1 stream. The counter will wrap around
to 0 alter its maximum value. Repetition of P138 packets shall not occur. Consequently, no two consecutive PES'packets
in the program multiplex shall have identical program_packet_sequence_counter values. -

MPEGl_MPEG2__ldenti1ier — A 1-bit flag which when set to '1' indicates that this PES packet carries information from
an ISOIIEC 11172-1 stream. When set to '0' it indicates that this PES packet carries information from a Program Stream.

orig1nnI__stu1'1‘_|ength - This 6-bit field specifies the number of stuffing bytes used in the original [TU-T
Rec. 1-1222.0 I ISOIIEC 13818-1 PES packet header or in the original ISOIIEC 11172-1 packet header.

P-S'I‘D_buffer_,scn.1e - The P-S'I'D_bufl'er_scale is a 1-bit field, the meaning of which is only defined if this PBS packet
is contained in a Program Stream. It indicates the scaling factor used to interpret the subsequent P-STD__buffer__size
field. If the preceding stream_id indicates an audio stream, P-STD_buffer__scale shall have the value '0'. If the preceding
so-eam_id indicates a video stream. P-STD_buft'er__scaJe shall have the value '1'. For all otherstream types. the value
may be either '1' or '0’.

P-STD__bu11'er_size - The P-STD,buffer__size is a 13-bit unsigned integer, the meaning of which is only defined if this
PBS packet is contained in a Program Stream. lt defines the size of the input buffer, BS,,. in the !’-STD. If
P-STD_buffer_sea1e has the value '0', then the P-STD_buffer_size measures the buffer size in units of 128 bytes. If
P-S'1"D_buffer_scale has the value '1 '. then the P-STD_buffer_size measures the buffer size in units of 1024 bytes. Thus:

if (P-STD_bu_tfer_sr:ale ==
_ ’ (2-15)

B5,. = P — SID_bufi'er__siZe X 128 -

else

B5,. = P - STD_bufi'er__size X 1024 ' (2-17)

The ‘encoded value of the P-STD buffer size takes effect immediately when the P-STD_bu1"fer_s‘ize field is received by
the l'I'U—T Rec. H.222.0 I ISOIIEC 13818-l System Target Decoder (refer to 2.7.7). .

PES_extenslon_1ield_Iengtl1 — This is a 7-bit field which specifies the length, in bytes. of the data following this field in
the PBS extension field up to and including any reserved bytes. '

stufl1ng_byte — This is a fixed 8-bit value equal to '1 1 11 1111' that can be inserted by the encoder, for example to meet
the requirements of the channel. It is discarded by the decoder. No more than 32 stuffing bytes’ shall be present in one
PBS packet header. ' ‘

PES_packet_data_byte — PES_packet_,data_bytes shall be contiguous bytes of data from the elementary stream
indicated by the packets stream,id or PID. When the elementary stream data‘ conforms to [TU-T
Rec. H.262 I ISOIIEC 13818-2 or ISOIIEC 13818-3, the PES_packet_data_bytes shall be byte aligned to the bytes of this
Recommendation I International Standard. The byte—order of the elementary stream shall be preserved. The number of
PES_pac1tet__data__bytes, N, is specified. by the PES_packet_length field. N shall be equalto the value indicated in the
PBS__packet_lengtlt minus the number of bytes between the last byte of the PES_packet_length field and the first
PES_pacl<et__data__byte.

In the case of a private_stream_1, private,_stream,2. ECM_stream. or EMM_stream. the contents of the
PES_paclcet__data_byte field are user definable and will not be specified by ITU-'1‘ I ISOIIEC in the future.

padding__byte - This is a fixed 8-bit value equal to '1 1 11 111 1'. It is discarded by the decoder.

2.4.3.8 Carriage of Program Streams and ISOIIEC 11172-1 Systems streams in the Transport Stream

The Transport Stream contains optional fields to support the carriage of Program Streams and ISO/[EC 1 1172-1 Systems

streams. in 8 way that allows simple reconstruction of the respective stream at the decoder. 3 3
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When placing a Program Stream into a Transport Stream, Program Stream PES packets with stream_id values of
private_su'eam_l. lTU-T Rec. I-1.2621180/IEC 13818-2 or ISOIIEC 11172-2 video. and ISO/IEC 13818-3 or
lSOIlEC ll 172-3 audio, are carried in Transport Stream packets.

For these PES packets. when reconstructing the Program Stream at the Transport Stream decoder. the PBS packet data is
copied to the Program Stream being reconstructed. .

For Program Streams PES packets with stream__id values of program_strcam_ma.p. padding__stream. private_stream_2.
BCM. EMM. DSM_CC_stream. or program_str'eam_directory. all the bytes of the Program Stream PES packet. except
for the packet_start_code__prefix, are placed into the data_bytes fields of a new PES packet. The stream_id of this new
PES packet has the value of ancil1ary,_stream (refer to Table 2-18). This new PES packet is then carried in Transport
Stream packets.

When reconstructing the Program Stream at the Transport Stream decoder. for PBS packets with a stream__id value of
ancillary_stream_id. packet_start_code_prefix is written to the Program Stream being reconstructed, followed by the
data_byte fields from these Transport Stream PBS packets.

ISO/IEC lll72-1 streams are carried within Transport Streams by first replacing ISO/IEC ll 172-1 packet headers with
I'l'U-T Rec. I-1.262 I ISOIIEC 13818-1 PES packet headers. ISOIIEC 11172-1 packet header field values are copied to the
equivalent ITU-T Rec. H.262 I ISOIIEC 13818-1 PES packet header fields.

The program_packet__sequence_counter field is included within the header of each PBS packet carrying data from a
Program Stream. or an ISO/[EC 11172-l System stream. This allows the order of PBS packets in the original Program
Stream, or packets in the original ISO/[EC 11172-1 System stream. to be reproduced at the decoder.

The pack_header() field of a Program’ Stream, or an ISO/IEC 11172-1 System stream, is carried in the Transport Stream
in the header of the immediately following PES packet.

2.4.4 Program specific information

Program Specific Information (PSI) includes both l'l"U-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/[EC 13818-1 nonnative data and private
data that enable demttltiplexing of programs by decoders. Programs are composed of one or more elementary streams.
each labeled with a PID. Programs. elementary streams or parts thereof may be scrambled for conditional access.
However. Program Specific Information shall not be scrambled.

In Transport Streams. Program Specific Information is classified into four table structures as shown in Table 2-23. While
these structures‘ may be thought of as simple tables. they shall be segmented into sections and inserted in Transport

_ Stream packets, some with predetermined PIDs and others with user selectable PIDs.

Table 2-23 — Program specific information

@@
Program Association Table lTU-T Rec. H.222.0I Associates Program Number and

ISOIIEC 13818-1 Program Map Table PID

Program Map Table lTU-T Rec. H.222.0 I Assignment indicated Specifies PID values for
in the PAT components of one or more _

programs
lSOIlEC 13818-I

Assignment indicated Physical network parameters such
in the PAT as FDM frequencies. Transponder

Numbers. etc.

 
  

  

   
  

 
 

Network Information Table - Private

  
   

     
  

 
 

 

Conditional Access Table lTU-T Rec. H.222.0 I
‘ ISO/IEC 13818-1 Associates one or more (private)EMM streams each with a unique

PID value  

[TU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/IBC 13818-1 defined PSI tables shall be segmented into one or more sections that are carried
within transports packets. A section is a syntactic structure that shall be used for mapping each ITU-T
Rec. H.222.0 I ISOIIEC 1381 8-1 defined PSI table into Transport Stream packers.

Along with ITU-T Rec. H.222.0| ISO/IEC 13818-1 defined PSI tables, it is possible to carry private data tables. The
means by which private information is carried within Transport Stream packets is not defined by this Specification. It
may be structured in the same manner used for carrying of ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISO/‘IEC 13818-l defined PSI tables. 39
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such that the syntax for mapping this private data is identical to that used for the mapping of lTU-T _
Rec. H.222.0 IISOIIEC 13818-l defined PSI tables. For this purpose. tt private section is defined. If the private data is 7‘.
carried in Transport Stream packets with the same PID value as Transport Stream packets carrying Program Map Tables.
(as identified in the Program Association Table). then the private_section syntax and semantics shall be used. The data
carried in the private_data_bytes may be scrambled. However. no other fields of the pn‘vate_section shall be scrambled.
This private_section allows data to be transmitted with a minimum of structure. When this structure is not used. the
mapping of private data within Transport Stream packets is not defined by this Recpmmendation I InternationalStandard. E »

Sections may be variable in length. The beginning of a section is indicated by a pointer‘_l'reld in the Transport Stream
packet payload. The syntax of this field is specified in Table 2-24. - .

AI

Adaptation fields may occur in Transport Stream packets carrying PSI sections. I| I

Within a Transport Stream. packet stuffing bytes of value 0xFF may be found after the litst byte of a section. in which
case all following bytes until the end of the Transport Stream packet shall also be stuffing bytes of value OXFF. These
bytes may be discarded by a decoder. In such a case. the payload of the next Transport Stream packet with the same PID
value shall begin with a pointer_field of value 0x00 indicating that the next section starts inimediately thereafter.

Each Transport Stream shall contain one or more Transport Stream packets with PID value 0x0O00. These Transport
Stream packets together shall contain a complete Program Association Table, providing dfcomplete list of all programs
within the Transport Stream. The most recently transmitted version of the table with the cunent_next_indicator set to a
value of '1' shall always apply to the current data in the Transport Stream. Any changes the progmns carried within
the Transport Stream shall be described in an updated version of the Program Association Table carried in Transport
Stream packets with PID value 0x0000. These sections shall all use table_id value 0x00. Only sections with this value of

table_id are pennitted within Transport Stream packets with PID value of 0x0000. For at new version of the PAT to
become valid. all sections (as indicated in the last_section_number) with a new version_number and with the
current_next_indicator set to '1' must exit B5,; defined in the T-STD (refer to 2.4.2). The PAT becomes valid when the '
last byte of the section needed to complete the table exits B5,,

.Whenever one or more elementary streams within a Transport Stream are scrambled. Transport Stream packets with a
PID value 0x0OOl shall be transmitted containing a complete Conditional Access Table including CA_descriptors
associated with the scrambled streams. The transmitted Transport Stream packets will together form one complete
version of the conditional access table. The mostrecently transmittedfversion of the table with the current__next_lndicator
set to a value of '1' shall always apply to the current data in the Transport Stream. Any changes in scrambling making the
existing table invalid or incomplete shall be described in an updated version of the conditional access table. These
sections will all use table_id value 0x0l. Only sections with this table,id value are perrnitted within Transport Stream
packets with a PID value of 0x000l. For a new version of the CAT to become valid, allisections (as indicated in the
last_section__number) with a new version_number and with me current_next_indicator set to '1' must exit 3.”. The CAT
becomes valid when the last byte of the section needed to complete the table exits Bm.

 

l

Each Transport Stream shall‘ contain one or more Transport Stream packets with PID values which are labeled under the
program association table as Transport Stream packets containing TS program map sections. Each program listed in the
Program Association Table shall be described in a unique TS__program_map_section. Ejvery program shall be fully
defined within the Transport Stream itself. Private data which has an associated elementary§_PID field in the appropriate
Program Map Table section is pan of the program. Other private data may exist in the Transport Stream without being
listed in the Program Map Table section. The most recently transmitted version of the TS_pmgrarn_map_secuon with
the current__next___indicator set to a value of ‘l‘ shall always apply to the cunent data within the Transport Stream. Any
changes in the definition of any of the programs carried within the Transport Stream shall be described in an updated
version of the corresponding section of the program map table carried in Transport Stream packets with the PID value
identified as the program_map__PID for that specific program. All Transport Stream packets which carry a given
TS__program__map__section shall have the same PID value. During the continuous existence of a program. including all of
its associated events, the program_map_PID shall not change. A program definition shall not span more than one
TS_program_map__section. A new version of a TS_program__map_section becomes valid when the last byte of that
section with a new version_number and with the current_next_indicator set to 'l' exits B5,,

Sections with a table_id value of 0x02 shall contain Program Map Table information. Such sections may be carried in
Transport Stream packets with different PID values.

The Network Information Table is optional and its contents are private. If present it is carried within Transport Stream
packets that will have the same PID value. called the network__PID. The networlt_PID value is defined by the user and.
when present, shall be found in the Program Association Table under the reserved program_number 0x0000. If the

network infon-nation table exists, it shall take the tom of one or more private_sections. 40
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The maximum number of bytes in a section ofa ITU-T Rec. H.222.0 I ISOIIEC 13815-1 defined PSI table is 1024 bytes.
The maximum number of bytes in a priva1e_section is 4096 bytes.

There are no restrictions on the occurrence of start codes, sync bytes or other bit patterns in PS1 data. whether this
Recommendation I Intemationnl Standard or private. '

2.4.4.1 Pointer

The poin1er__field syntax is defined in Table 2-24.

Table 2-24 - Program specific inlorlnatlon pointer

J   

2.4.4.2 Semantics definition of fields in pointer syntax

pointer_1'ieltl — This is an 8~bit field whose value shall be the number of bytes. immediately following the pointer_field
until the first byte of the first section that is present in the payload of the Tl'8.l'lSpO1'! Scream packet (so a value of DxD0=~in
the pointer_field indicates that the section starts immediately after the pointer_field). when at least one section begins in
a given Transport Stream packet. then the pay1oad_unit_start_indiea.tor (refer to 2.4.3.2) shall be set to I and the first
byte of the payload of that Transport Stream packet shall contain the pointer. When ntrsection begins in a given
Transport Stream packet. then the payioad_unit_start_indica1or shall be set to O and no pointer shall be sent in the
payload of that packet.

2.4.4.3 Program association Table

The Program Association Table provides the correspondence between a program_number and the PID value of the
Transport Suearn packets which carry the program definition. The progra.m_number is the numeric label associated with
a prograrn. ‘

The overall table is contained in one or more sections with the following syntax. It may be segmented to occupy multiple
sections {see Table 2.25).

Table 2-25 — Program association section

prog-ram_association_set:tion() l
tnble__id
secltlonjyutnxjndlmtor
.0.
reserved
st.-ctlon_1eugIlt
transpor-l_strenm_Id
reserved
vers|on_nutnber
currenl_nutt_lndIcator
set:lloI:t_rtumber
la.st_,secilon_numher
for[i=0: i <N'. i-H-){

progt-at-n__nurnber
reserved
if [prog1arn_number == T3‘) [

I network..PID
else I  11HI.‘-‘ Ialmo.can--the-Jenna!-3-Anon

I‘ I4!pl'0gl'lIl2l'|__|!lll3p_PID

4-I
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2.4.4.4 Ta_ble_ld assignments

The table_id field identifies the contents of a Transport Stream PS] section as shown in Table 2-26.

Table 2-26 — table_id assignment values

 condit.lonal_access_,section(CA_section)  TS_program_map,section

0x03 - 0x3F [TU-T Rec. H.222.0l ISO/IEC 13818-l reserved

T  

2.4.4.5 Semantic definition of fields in program association section

table_id— This is an 8-bit field. which shall be set to 0x00 as shown in Table 2-25.

sectlon_syntax_lnd|cator — The section_syntax_indicator is a 1-bit field which shall be set to '1'.

section_length - This is a 12-bit field. the first two bits of which shall be '00‘. The remaining 10 bits specify the number
of bytes of the section, starting immediately following the section_length field, and including the CRC. The value in this
field shall not exceed 1021 (0x3FD). ’

tr-anspoi-t__stream_ld - This is a 16-bit field which serves as a-:lab_‘e_l to identify this Transport Stream from any otltert;-"=~
multiplex within a network. Its value is defined by the user. ' ~ ’- ' . ' "

version_nu_mber — This S-bit field is the version number of the whole Program Association Table. The version number
shall be incremented by 1 modulo 32 whenever the definition of the Program Association Table changes. When the
current__next_indicator. is set to '1', then the version_number shall be that of the currently applicable Program Association
Table. When the current_next_indicator is set to '0'. then-the version_number shall be that of the next applicable Program
Association Table.

current_§next_indicator<— A 1-bit indicator, which when set to '1' indicates that the Program Association Table sent is
currently‘. applicable. When the bit is set to '0'. it indicates that the table sent is not yet applicable and shall be the nexttable to become valid. .

sectlon_§numbc.-r — This 8-bit fieldwgives the number of this section. The section_number of the first section in the
Program‘ Association Table ‘shall be 0x00. It shall be incremented by 1 with each additional section in the Program
Association Table. -

last_sectlon__number — This 8-bit field specifies the number of the last section (that is, the section with the highest
section_number) of the complete Program Association Table. ’

program_number « Program_number is a 16-bit field. It specifies the program to which the program_map_PlD is
applicable. When set to 0x0000. then the following PID reference shall be the network PID. For all other cases the value
of this field is user defined. This field shall not take any single value more than once within one version of the Program
Association Table.

NOTE — The program_nu mber may be used as a designation for a broadcast channel. for example.

network.PID - The m'Jw0rk_PlD is a 13-bit field. which is used only in conjunction with the value of the
program__number set to OXOOOO, specifies the PID of the Transport Stream packets which shall contain the Network
information Table. The value of the t1etwork_PID field is defined by the user, but shall only take values as specified in

Table 2-3. The presence of the networlc_PlD is optional. ‘ 42
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program__rnap_PlD ~ The program_map_P1D is a 13-bit field specifying the PID of the Transport Stream packets
which shall contain the program_map_section applicable for the program as specified by the pt-ogram,number. No
program__number shall have more than one program_map_P1D assignment. The value of the program_map_PID is
defined by the user. but shall only take values as specified in Table 2-3. ‘

CRC_32 ~ This is a 32-bit field that contains the CRC value that gives a zero output of the registers in the decoder
defined in Annex A after processing the entire program association section. '

2.4.4.6 Conditional access Table

The Conditional Access (CA) Table provides the association between one or more CA systems, their EMM streams and
any special parameters associated with them. Refer to 2.6.16 for a definition of the descriptor() field in Table 2-27.

The_ table is contained in one or more sections with the following syntax. It may be segmented to occupy multiple
sections. *

Table 2-27 — Conditional access section

CA_section() l
table_Jd
sectlon_ayntax_lndicator
.0.

V reserved
sectlon_lcngtlt
reserved
version_number
current_next_lndleator
sectlon_number
laat_scctlon_ntIrnber
t'or(i=O:i<N; i++)(

descri ptor()
I
c1tc_32

u-I-I can-tnuuuu-n-a 
_ 2.4.4.7 Semantic definition of fields in conditional access section

tabIe__id — This is an 8-bit field. which shall be set to 0x01 as specified in Table 2-26.

sectlon_syntax_lndicator—— The section_syntax_indicator is a l-bit field which shall be set to '1'.

section_Iength — This is a 12-bit field. the first two bits of which shall be ‘O0’. The remaining 10-bits specify the number
of bytes of the section starting immediately following the section_length field. and including the CRC. The value in this
field shall not exceed 1021 (0x3FD).

version_number — This 5-bit field is the version number of the entire conditional access table. The version number shall '
be incremented by l modulo 32 when a change in the information carried within the CA table occurs. When the
current_next_indicator is set to '1', then the version_number shall be that of the currently applicable Conditional Access
Table. When the current_next_indicator is set to '0'. then the version_number shall be that of the next applicable
Conditional Access Table.

current_next_lndicator — A l-bit indicator. which when set to '1' indicates that the Conditional Access Table sent is

currently applicable. When the bit is set to '0'. it indicates that the Conditional Access Table sent is not yet applicable
and shall be the next Conditional Access Table to become valid. -

sectlon_number - This 8-bit field gives the number of this section. The section__number of the first section in the
Conditional Access" Table shall be 0x00. It shall be incremented by l with each additional section in the Conditional
Access Table.

last_section_number — This 8-bit field specifies the number of the last section (that is, the section with the highest
section_number) of the Conditional Access Table.

CRC_32 — This is a 32-bit field that contains the CRC value that gives a zero output of the registers in the decoder

defined in Annex A after processing the entire conditional access section. 43
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2.4.4.8 Program Map Table

The Program Map Table provides the mappings between program numbers and the program elements that comprise _
them. A single instance of such a mapping is referred to as a "program definition". The program map table is the
complete collection of all program definitions for a Transport Stream. This table shall be transmitted in packets. the PID
values of which are selected by the encoder. More than one PID value may be used. if desired. The table is contai nod in
one or more sections with the following syntax. It may be segmented to occupy multiple sections. In each section, the
section number field shall be set to zero. Sections are identified by the progra1n_number field.

Definition for the descriptor() fields may be found in 2.6 (see Table 2-28).

Table M3 - Transport Stream program map section

m
TS__prngram_rnap_section() {

lal:le_ld

s0ectton_syntax_lad£ea1orreserved
seetlon_Iengtl1
program_nun:iber
1-served
verslon_number
current_next_lndlcator
see:lon_number
1axt__sectlon_number
reserved
PCR_l'-‘ID
reserved
I>rogram_lnIo_1engt.n
for(i='D;i<‘N: i-t-+)[

} clescriptoro
t‘or(i=0;i<Nl;i-H-jg

s‘Ll'tIlI11_13|']J-B
reserved
elementary__PI1)

I-Ir-nI-ID-I I-llhlalldflfll-‘LII!-|U\t~JI~JI-Ilnfl
reserved
ES_lnIn_]ength
for (i 2 0: i < N2; i++)[

clescriptoro

2.4.4.9 Semantic definition of fields in Transport Stream program map section

table_ld — This is an 8-bit field. which in the case of a TS_program_map_section shall be always set to (M32 as shown
in Table 2-26.

sectlon_synl.ax_lndieator - The section_syntax__jndicator is a 1~bit field which shall be set _to '1'.

se1:tion_leI1gth — This is a 12-bit field, the first two bits of which shall be '00’. The remaining to bits specify the number
of bytes of the section starting immediately following the sectionrlength field. and including the CRC. The value in this
field shall not exceed IEYZI (0x3FD).

progra.I:I:t__numh-er — progm.m_nurnber is a 16-bit field. It specifies the program to which the progmrn__map_PED is
applicable. One program definition shall be carried within only one TS_program_map_section. This implies that a
program definition is never longer than 1016 (01t3F8). See Informative Annex C for ways to deal with the cases when
that length is not sufficient. The prograrn_number may be used as a designation fora broadcast channel. for example. By
describing the different program elements belonging to a program. data from different sources (e.g. sequential events)
can be concatenated together to form a continuous set of streams using a progtam_nurnber. For examples of applications

refer to Annex C. 44
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verslon_number — This 5-bit field is the version number of the TS_prograrn_rnap_section. The version number shall be
incremented by l modulo 32 when a change in the information carried within the section occurs. Version number refers
to the definition of a single program, and therefore to a single section. When the currengnext_indicator is set to '1‘. then
the vcrsion_number shall be that of the currently applicable TS__program__map_section. When the current_next,_indicator

is set to '0', then the version_number shall be that of the next applicable 'l‘S_program_map_section.

current_next__lntlleator - A 1-bit field. which when set to '1' indicates that the 'I‘S_prograrn_map_section sent is
currently applicable. When the bit is set to '0'. it indicates that the TS_program_map_section sent is not yet applicable
and shall be the next TS_prograrn_map_section to become valid.

sectlon_nurnber — The value of this 8-bit field shall be 0x00.

'last__sectlon_number - The value of this 8-bit field shall be 0x00.

PCILPID — This is a 13-bit field indicating the PD) of the Transport Stream packets which shall contain the PCR fields -
valid for the program specified by _program_number. If no PCR is associated with a program definition for private
streams. then this field shall take the value of OXIFFF. Refer to the semantic definition of PCR in 2.4.3.5 and Table 2-3
for restrictionson the choice of PCR_PlD value.

progr-am_tnfo_length — This is a 12-bit field, the first two bits of which shall be '00‘. The remaining l0 bits specify the
number of bytes of the descriptors immediately following the pmgram_info_length field.

stream__type — This is an 8-bit field specifying the type of program element carried within the packets with the PID
whose value is specified by the elementary_PlD. The values of stream_type are specified in Table 2-29.

Table 2-29 — Stream type assignments

W
;

W
OXOB ' ISO/lECl38l8-6IypeB

°x°F-W
°*8°-W

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

  

Value

NOTE - An ITU-T Rec. H.222.0|lS0/[EC 13818-l auxiliary stream is available for data types defined by this

Specification. other than audio. video. and DSM CC. such as Program Stream Directory and Program Stream Map. 45‘
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elementary_PID — This is a 13-bit field specifying the PID of the Transport Stream packets which carry the associate
program element.

ES_lnIo__leng‘th — This is a 12-bit field. the first two bits of which shall be '00‘. The remaining 10 bits specify the -
number of bytes of the descriptors of the associated program element immediately following the ES_info__length field. .i

CRC_32 - This is a 31-bit field that contains the CRC value that gives a zero output of the registers in the decoder
defined in Annex B after processing the entire Transport Stream program map section. .

2.4.4.10 Syntax of the Private section

When private data is sent in Transport Stream packets with :1 P11) value designated as in Program Map Table PI!) in the
Program Association Table the private_section shall be used. The privete_secriort allLo'ws data to be transmitted with a
minimum of structure while enabling a decoder to parse the stream. The sections may be used in two ways: if the
ser:liorr__syrrtaJt_it1dicator is set to 'I', then the whole structure cornmnrt to all tables shall be used‘. if the indicator is 58! IO
'0'. then only the fields ’tabIe_id' through 'private_scctionrlength‘ shall follow the common structure syntax and
semantics and the rest of the privste_section may take any form the user determines. Examples of extended use of this
syntax are found in Informative Annex C.

A private table may be made of several private_sections, all with the same table_id (see',:TalJle 2-30).

Table 2-30 - Private section

prlvete_ser:tion() {
tablejd I
seeIlon_xynl.nx__lndlcatnr
privetejndlcatorreserved
prlvat.e_Bectiou_leng1.b
if (sectiorr_syntaJr_irtdir:etor == '0‘) [

for (i =0;i< N: i-H-){
I prlvltle_dnla_l3yte

] ,

table_id_=extenslon
re§¢rV¢tl.'
versloufinumher
current_a:ext_lodtcator ' -
sectlau_'t‘1umher "‘
last_sectton_number '
for Ii I: 0!, i -: privatc,section_length-9'. i-H-)_{

' 1prlvule_dnta_hyt2
} . .-
CRC_32

Jr

 
1.4.4.11 Semantic definition of fields in private section '

.t '

table_Id -— This 8-bit field. the value of which identifies the Private Table this section belongs to. Only values defined in
Table 2-26 as “user private" may be used.

secti2on,_synr.ax__lndIcotor — This is zi I-bit indicator. When set to ‘I’. it indicates Ihgar the private section follows the
generic section syntax beyond the privare_secr.ion_lengtl1 field. When set to '0', it indicates that the private_data.__bytes

immediately follow the pr-ivate_section_Iength field. : .
private_indicator — This is a 1-bit user definable flag that shall not be specified by l ISOHIEC in the future.

privnt.e__sect.lon_length -— A l2—bit field. It specifies the number of remaining bytes in the private section immediately
following the pn'vate_section_length field up to the end of the pr-ivate__secrion. The value in this field shall not exceed

4093 WXFFD]. 4 6
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pttv-te.a.u_syte — The private_da!A_byIe field is user definable anti than not be specified by ITU-'i' I tso/tat: in themm.

tahie_ld_utension - This is I l6-hit field. its use and value are defined by the user.

veIsion_ntttnber - This 5-bit field is the version number of the privatc_ser:tion. The versiotutulnlter shall be
incremented by 1 modulo 32 when a change in the iniorrnatioa carried within the pt'ivIIeJel=|i0n 0¢¢'|lfi- MM ‘H9
current_next_indir:atur is set to '0'. then the veraion_nurrther shall he that of the next applicable privttie_section with thesame tablc_id attd seetion_number. ' ‘

 

utrIent_next_lorlIeaInr - A l-hit field. which when set to '1' indicates that the private_sectiort sent is ctttteotiy
applicable. When the current_next_indicator is set no '1'. then the version,,numher shall be that of the currently
applicable prlvsta_section. When the bit is set to '0'. it Indicates that the pa-ivarc__seetion sent is not yet applicable and
shall he the next pr'ivate_sectiott with the same section_nuntber and tehle,_ld to become valid.

ser:tion_mtmber - This 8-hit iieid gives the number of the private_sectioa. ‘Rte sectiotutttmber of the firat section in a
private table shall be 0100. ‘Dre section_rtornhw shall be irteremeoted try 1 with each additional section in this private.l.l / 13/ 20:; table. '

last_seetioat_ntunher —- This E-bit field specifies the nurniu of the last section (that is. the section with the highest
seetlort_nurnher) of the private table of which this section is a pan.

cac_az - rat. is a 32-bit field that contains the CRC value that gives a use output or the registers in the decoder
defirted in Annex A alter processing the entire private section.

2.5 Program Stream bitttrearn requirements

Li] Progr-amstrestooodingrtrtretureandparametere

The ITU-T Rec. H.212.0l ISOIIBC l3ll8-I Pttogtarn Stream ending layer allows one program of one or more
_ elementary streams to be combined into a single stream. Data from each elementary stream are multiplexed together with
information that allows synchronized presentation of the elementary streams within the program.

A Program Stream consists of one or more elementary streams from one program multiplexed together. Audio and videoelementary streams consist of access units.

Elementary Stream data is carried in PBS packets. A res packet coasism of a pas packet header followed by packet
data. PES packets are inserted into Program Stream packs. - "

The PS8 packet header begins with a 32-bit stirt-code that also identifies’ "the strain (refer to Table 2-18) to which the
packet data belongs. The PES packet header may oontainjttst It Presentation Time Stamp (PTS) or both a prtsetttation
timesiarnp and a Decoding fime Stamp (HTS). 11:: PBS pmket header elm cotttlins other optional fields. '11:: packet-
data contains a variable number of contiguous bytes from one elementary stream.

 

zero or more PBS packets. 'lhe pack header begin: with a 32-bit start-code. The pack header is used to store tinting andbitrate information.

The Program Stream begins with a system header that optionally may he repeated. The eystetn header cents a summaryof the system parameters defined in the stream.

This Recommendation I international Standard does not specify the coded data which may he used as pan ofconditional
. access systems. This Recommendation I international standard does. however. provide atecitanisrns for program service
pPtt;.i:;r to transport and identify this data for dasoder processing, and to correctly reference data which are here3 _ .

2.5.2 Progfarn Stream system time! decoder ‘

The sernantics of the Program Stream and the constraints on these semantics require exact definitions of decoding events
and the times at which these events occur. The definitions needed are set out in this Specification using a hyprtthetieal
decoder known as the Program St1_'earn system target dewder (P-STD).

“'9 9'31” '5 0 °°fl°¢Ptttal model used to define these terms precisely and to model the decoding process during the
construction of Program Streams. The P-STD i ' ‘ ‘ _ma timing dambw plum” “mummy”. sdeilnod only for this purpose. Neither the atchtteeutte of the P STD norhmniud I - -
Wm 61, t mm “mm whedmsync 9 av hack of Pmemn Streams from a men of decoders

[TU-T Rec. [[3210 (1995 E) 47
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Figun 1-2 - Pug:-um Slrznmsyntnn tn-gut dncndzr

‘:
The following notuinn in used to duuibn tin: Pmgmm Strnnm synnem urge: dcnudu and is psu-daily lllnstmnd
in Figure 2-2. ;

1, r uainasccsmyumnuur-mg:-nms:mm.1nanr.:nymnasinnu'h.

J lsnnlnnumnnnnssunitninfl-neeiamnurysnénma.

I k, if, k’ an indie: to prcnnnmiun unit: in the nlntnnntmy streuns.
:1 isnnlndnxmthnnlunmury an-ulna.

t(i)_ indicates the: time in seconds :1 which the i-th byu: of the Pmgram Strum mus Ihe synwzn mgu
dnnxuina-.Thevaiuet(O')isnnu-bitnry oonltlm. _

I 5CR(i) is the time unsound in the SCR field mammal in units of I11: 21' MI-I1 syslan clock whnne i is 111.:
byte lads: of 111.: final byte of the s:ntnIn_clou:k_refumne_hur.

MU) is the Hi: access unit in clnlnzntuy ntrnnm n. Mn is indnxod in dnnqdiug mint.
Id.,(j) is In: decoding Lima, measured in sncoruis. in nu: syslnm urge! at the j-in access unit in

' elemnntuy mum n. g :-

Pnflfi) is Ibc k-Ii’: 1:1-unnutiun unit in einmnntuy almnm u. PJK) is indnnarir p-anmlian order.
Ipu(|t) la the presentation time. mnaaurnd in savanna. in the system large; ;'!noodcr of the bin pmlaitnlinn

unit In eiemnnury strum n. g i

I istimnmeasuindinsawnils. _

Full) 3:16 flilluess. measured in bytes. of line systnm urge: dnnnder inpu:: buffer fur ninmnnlnry strum nmg , x

B, the input buffer in us: systnm mrgzn dncndnr for clemenlary strcaln

B8,, is the aim of the system tame: dnnnnnr input buffs. nmnuml in bytes. for aiannnlnry nn-.nn: n..

D, ischednoodnrioreinmentarysunnmn.
on is the rgotdcr buffer for villa: nlunentnty stream I'I. ‘

2.5.2.! System dock ruqumq ‘

Tuning information refnmnced in P-STD is carried by savers] data fields defined in Specification, The mu; m
Iicfinnd in 1.53.: and 2.4.3.5. 11.1. infurmalion is coded as th: sampled win: or n clock.

43 rru-1' Rec. 11.2210 (1995 E) i

;4 
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..ee.v.-......‘-,.._u.«m-.....—-;......w-g....-.._.y ..«........ M.-..»,......... .......---_......__......._...........................,............ ...., ...,_....., . ...... .... . ..... ...-........__............ ..x. .-».4.......,.,.. .. ...... u

' ‘ ISOIIECIJOIO-1:1996(E)
Thevnlue oflhesysjemclockfxequeney is rneanucd In Hzand IhIl|llI¢EtlItf(II|0VIln§00l'|fl18IllB:

— 27 mo ooo - E10 ca syatun_clock_fi'cqueucy <2: 27 (IX) OM-9 B10:

— rate of change of syste|n__dock_,lru;nency with lime <1: 15 at ur3 Hus.

‘me nominn “nysunn_c1ock_f:equency" is used in several pieces in this Recommendation I Internnlional Smndlld
wafer In the frequency of a clock meeting these rcqniruncnle. For numinul convenience. equation in
wlIiI:hSCR.l"l8.urDTSuppeIr.bodtovfluesoflinunwilichuulatnillnwmelntzgrlllnllllipleof
(300 X 233IsysteIn_clocLflequenny) eccande. This In due to the encoding of SCR liming infilmmion m 33 bit of 113(1)
of the system clock ficqucney plus 9 bits for the mnalnder, and encoding as 33 bile of me sysmn clock fiequeney
divided by 300 {hr rrs and ms.

2.5.1.3 ln|IuttollI¢Pro:I'IIII8InunayIlunIIx-geulceuder

Dehfmmflaerrngmmsuunuenna-sfl1e:yare¢nmgetdccoder.1hei-dahyneuntenuIimet(i).'l'heIimeItwh|chIJ:is

H/13/20;,‘ brltmwnlhammmmuldecnduanbemcuvuulfinmzhelnpuuuemhydecndingdnlnputsynemcloek
‘ Rcfetence(SCR)fields:ndIhepmgmn__mux_mmfieldawodedindzepx:kheIdr.11n8CR.ndeflnedin

quaflonz-l8.Lacodadlntwopnu:une.inuniuzl:epadudnfIr5o0u¢h.gy.u;mc1o¢n;{g.qu¢.¢y_¢.||e;s
sy81fln..¢10¢KJ¢f¢rencc..haie (see equation 2-19). end one. called sync:-n_clck._tefaence_ext equation
(aeecquntion 2-20).in uniuuftheperiodoftheeystena clock fiequeney.1n Ihefcnowingthevllueaencnded inlhcne
fields nedcnoced by SCILhIsc(i)uId 8CR_exI(l). Thevalueencoaadin unsCIllie|dindlcaIestimet(l), Ivhueitufus
*0 the W13 Wnllining the lm bl! of the synem_cluck_n:!'uence_bue field.

Specifically:

» scum = SCR_ba.re(¢) x 300 + SCR_en‘(I) (2.13)

where

SCR__ba.w(l) = ((.ry.n¢m_clack_fruquency X l(()) DIV 300) $233 _(2-19)

SCR_ex:(a') = ((.rystem_clocI¢__frequem.-y X (1)) DIV 1) $300 0-”)

Th6 lnptlt Im'VIl lime. t(i). IS given in equation 2-21. for all othe bytes shall be constnnaed from SCRG) and the me at
which data arrives. when the swivel nee within each pack is the value represented in the pmgnm_mux_,|-as field In (ha:

» pack’: header.

= SCQQ . I - 1’ _
'6) .rystem,clm.-k_frequency + pmgmm__mux_nm x 50 (2 2])

 

when

i’ , Is the Index of the byte containing the last hit of the uynIcm_elncLxefuence_base
field In the puck header.

i isthcindexofnnybyteinthepachincludinstheplekheadu

5CR(i') is the time encoded in the system clock refctencc bun end extension fields in unils of
. the system clock

nMzIIm.|'nlsx_rate is n field defined in 2.5.3.3.

367“; °‘ ‘he '-5* byte of I pack than may be a time inmu during which no bytes are delivemd to me mm of

2.5.1.: numnng

The PES Picket duh (mm clemcn
symmmga inpmmnn larynlumnispasscdloflaeinputbllfierfotstiuamn,B.,.'l'l'InIfnfofbyh:ih'umth¢35 ifllmlianwvs. so that byte i enter: the bufier for strum n. of size 38... at time ca),

I11}-T Rec. 1222.0 (I995 B) 49
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.,.,..._e—. ...__.._.....-.._..........._......,. ,.,.»~......t~.\..........___.__.__._,........ Vi . .. ..,_c .-.... .. ..,....4.N- ..t.........._.............__._.....r..___.. — u .

ISOIIEC ism-1 : 1996 (E) V '

Bytes present in the pack header. system headers. Progntn strum Maps. Progrntn Stream Directories. or PES pei:ket_
heedetsofthePtogntn StteatnsucltasSCR,D'l'S,PI'S.antlp:¢et_|ettgthfields.Itenotdfliveredtoanyot‘titebuffers.
but maybeused tooontrolthe system. .

The input bullet sizes 38; through BS“ nre given by the P-STD buffer tlize parameter in the syntax in equation 246 and
equation 2-l'l. '

Atthedecodingtitne,td,(j).a1ld:tafortheacees: tmitthathatt been inrh:snr£e:tou¢ps:.A.(l).and any stuflittghytee
ttmximneumrypmaxts ttmuuupumnxtnmehuea-us-name nd,,(i).Iret'emoved instentetteouslyettitne rd..(3).
The deeodingtitne rd,.(i) is specified in the‘D'l'S or PIS fields. Decoding times trl,(i +'1). tti.(j + 2). of access units
without encoded ms or trrs fields which directly follow uteertl unit] may be derived tom lttfortmtion in the
elementary stream. Refer to Anne: C of1'I'll-TRec.l-1.262 I ISOIIBC 13818-2. ISOIIEC 13818-3. 1SOI1ECl1l72a2 or
JSOIIBC 11172-3. Also refer to 1.7.5. A: the access unit is removed from the buffer. i_t"iI instantaneously decoded to I
presentation unit. ift
'1'heProgremSttearnsha1lbceonatruetedandt(i)she1lhechoaensotltettheinputhitt'fetsofsineBS.thtoughBS,,

3 ’ neither overflow nor underflow ln thepmgrtutt syau.-.rn tnrget decoder. That is:ttut /LOU A

0 S F..(lJ 5 BS.

for all rand n
21u

and .4.,.....4e...e.._._...2

F'.(!) = 0 i T

.

lnstantaneously before t= K0). f
P,.(t) is the instantaneous fullness of P-STD buffer 13,. i
An exception to this condition is am the P-31» buffer 1:. may urtderflow when itie row_deray flag in rt»-. video
sequence header is set to ‘1' (refer to 2.4.2.6) or when tr-ielunode statue is true (refer to 1.4.3.8).

For all Prognun Seems. the deley caused by system target decoder input buflering shall he less than or equal to
1 second except for still picture video data. The input buffering delay is the difference In time between a byte entering
the input buffer and when it is decoded.

€ ' ' I 9 - ‘ Specifically: in the case of no still picture videodata then thedelay is constninul by:

rd,.(;) — t(t') s I sec 2.‘

else in the ease of still picture video data the delay is constrained by:

rd,,(;) - 10) S 60 see 9

forall byceecontalnedineccetsunitj.

For Program Streams. all bytes of each pack shall enter the P-STD before any ltyte ot‘ a stztbecquent peck.
When the lowndelly flag in the video sequence extension is set to '1' (refer to 612.23 of NU-T Rec. H.262 l
15°"1_EC 133134) lhe VBV buffer may underflow. In this case when the P-STD stream buffer 11,, is
exerrurted at the tune specified by ttl,.G). the complete dets for-the access unit may not be‘ present in the buffer 3.. When
this case arises. the buffer shall he re-examined at intervals of two field-periods until the data for the complete access
unit is present in the bufier. At this time the entire access unit shall be removed from India’ 3. instsnmrcoualy.

vav buffer underflow is allowed to occur continuously without limit. The P-STD decoder shall remove tween: unit can
3°” “"3? 3:: 31 the elrllest time consistent with the paragraph shove and any DTS! or PIS values encoded in the
'=*""===m~ The decoder may be unable to re-establish correct decoding and display em as indicated by me and rrs

~ until the VBV buffer undetflow situation ceases and a PTS or D13 ls found in the hitstreaun.
2.5.2.4 Hits strum:

It is possible to construct a stream of data as a will
demmmy mum and Wm‘ me ‘me “um-M. such gumts stream of PBS pueketn each containing data of the somea strum is called I PBS stream. The PBS-STD model for a PBS

so rro-1 Rec. n.2zt.o (1995 E) | 3
v
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j1»'l'J/20!!

lS0fIEC 13818-1 : 1996 (E)

utn-am is identical to that for the Pmgrun Sttuam. with lb: exccptiuu that the Elunututy Sham dock llefu-cage
(Esat) ta mind In place orthe scit, and ESJate in plane of pmg'mIt_mu:t_m.: ‘nu: damultiplexor sends dun at onlyan: elementary suutn buffer.

Buffnr sizas BS, in the PBS-STD model an defined as foflows:

For ITU-Tker. H.262 I ISO/FEC 13818-2 video.-

HBS, = VBV,.,,[pt'ufilt:. level] + BS0).

83,3. = (U750) second: * Rnummfile, lavnlj, when V'BVm,,[pmfi1¢, levcll Ind R,,..,[ymflle, lard] In
the maximum VBV sits and bit rate pa pmfilc. level. and Inya an dufu-ad in Tibia: 8-14 and 8-I3.
respectively. ufl‘l'U—T Rec. H.262 I ISCMEC 13818-2. 353.1: allocated forPE5 packet haadaruvatead.
For ISO.-"LEG H I5‘?-2 Who."

35.. = VBVmu + 33:1.

35... (11150) second: I 11,“. what: 17..., and vbv_:nn:t ten: in the mnlxmm Hull: and Innimmn
vbv_bu._fier_s.it: fur a constrained patantetu biutteam in ISDIIBC I117!-2 rtapecflvuly.
Fur ISOIIEC H172-3 or ISWIEC 1'38”-5 audio:

B8,, = 2B48bytt:s

1.5.1.5 Decoding and ptmnhttlnn

Decoding and przaenlmlun in ma Program Stream systnn target dacoder an: the samé as dzfined for the 'n'l.l'IBpI:IrlStmtm system Iargu dacodar in 2.4.2.4. and 2.4.2.5 raapcclively.

2.5.3 Speclflmltan of th: Pram-am Strum nynhx and metunllca

Th: fullowlng syntax describca a sham of bytes.

2.5.3.1 Pmpam Strum

See Tahiz 2-31.

'l‘a!.tle 1-31 — Prognm Steam

MPB0LHdmI:I1m_mumn l
0

W930
I while (lInJtTbIts() == fia€kjhfl_cDdI)
MP:G._pm5rnm_.eM_oode
  
 

15.3.2 Semantic dttllnluon oflldtls In Program Strum

MPEG_:=wer-m_cnd_code — The N£PEG_pmgmm_et1d_wde is the an string moo oouo woo 0000 com com um
1001' (DIOOOOOIB9). It terminate: the Program Stream.

2.5.3.3 Pick lttyu of Pregnant su-can

SE8 Table 2-32.

I'l'U-T Rec. ll.2.11.|J (1995 B)
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rsonzec 1'iss1"s31':199o”(E1 I

Tnhlel-31-Prep-unsuunpnck

white (nextbrlun == pneket_nnr1_uDd=JIIfil) I

_ r I PE§_psckfl0

J1."'E.l-‘ZN

I:urher_|dI
Iy:mn._I:IneL,I-«Ia-enee.J:ue [14-0]
was-ha-,jll.
IyllI:'II1._IhI:iJ'ehruIu_e11enfl|n
lntrIH'Jil
P"‘E|"fl..N“¥..'I¢I

. nnrlteuait
nu:-Iner_Hl
reserved
|ndn.MnfflIIsJmeI|I
for (I -= 0. i < paek_nmffing_Ieng1h; 5-H) I

II'.uffiag_hyce
I
If fnexthiuo -rm |y:1ern_header_|tI.rl_I=1:de) {

i nyxIHIL_hrader 0

32
2
3
I

15
1

15
I
9
1

22
1
I
5
3

I

2.5.3.3 Semnnflc definition of fields In prnguu: strelm pick

pacJ(_e1:rt_mde —- The paek_,,st.nn,_,uude is the bit string ‘D000 00(1) U300 0200 C000 0091 1011 1010' (0:rOOO0l'.|lBA). II
identifies the beginning of a geek.

syulen-|_elacIL,_re£erenee_hase: lJ'I|£uLcluck_referenue_utu:aIxm - The uynuu clock reference (SCR) is a 42-bu
field ended in two parts. The first pI.|1., 5yn!.ern_c1ock,_refu'enn:_huc. is 3 33-bit field Whom value In given by
SCR_base{i) as given in equation 2-19. The seeemd pan. sysrern._clocK_mfI:xe:1cc_I:xtc.n8iOIz. in a 9-bit field whoa: vein:
is given by SCR_er.l[i). as given in equation 2-10. The SCH. indientee the intended time of arrival of the hyto containing
the last bll of the 5ystefll_I:lock_refeI'ence_base at the inpt of the program large: decoder.

The frequency ofending requirements for the SCR field are given in 2.1.].

|nIrln:r_I:Ilt —- A mnrker___biI is a 1-bit field Lhal has the value '1'.

nr0sram_mInu~au — 1111: is a 22-bit integer specifying the rate at which the P-STD receives the Program Sn-earn
dUl""£ in which it-is included. The value of prngra.rn__mux_ra.Ie in measured in units of SD bymenlneennd. The
value 0 u fortudden. me value repreiented In pmgram_mu:_rnIe is used to define the time of an-ivnl of by-In-2 ill the
input no the P-SID in 2.5.2.TI1c value encoded in the pmgram_:nux._,r-are field may vary from pack la pack in an [TU-T
REC. K2110 I ISDHEC 13318-I progmm mulliplgxfl 311-am-n‘

52 rm-'1‘ Ree. a.z:.z.u(199s E) _ . _..- -. '
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r.»__- ~ _ pI€k_fl|iI1ml1lLlfl'l:|-I‘! - A 3-bil intI=gu' specifying 111: number ufstnfflng bym which follow this fialfl.

sm.fllng_byI: - This is a mind I-bit value nqu,ai|o'l1I1l1!1‘t|uIcan I: tn:-mod by 131: encoder. foraumple to men:
flieraquinmcnmoflhechnnnel. Illsdiscudndlsy thedeaodmlnaachpaclthcadu-nomot:tl|an7 slumnghfiasshall
bepresant,

1.5.3.5 Srnun baldn-

See Table 1-34.

Table!-34-Pmyulnsttnmlyniinhuda

J;/L;5.’.‘£t:E:

_-.5555

gzsgssssgaa
.1 1.
l'£‘l‘|')_IIu1'[er_ho1:|rll_pflle
P-8'IILbIIfl¢r_I|I:_bvIrnfl

33
16
I

12.
I
6
I
1
1
I
I
5
1
1'

I
I
I

13 5:;
 

, __ : 2.5.3.6 Semantic daflnltlmolllddn in Iymzm bender

nynun_heIdcr_:mIr1_code — Th: sy:Inm_h:n.:la‘r';sta.:(_cadI: is lit: birthing man man DMD [I300 0000 I100! 10!!
101 I ' (0'.l0DO[I'.I1 BB). 1! lclenflfiu the beginning ufa systgm hcadnr.

It-:a.|lu'_lt-atgtll - This I6-bit field indicam tlm length in byte of ma aymm In.-adw following line h:acler_le-.ngIh nun.
Future exlenaions of this Spacflicnliun may exmnd the 5;-sham handu.

I-au_l:om:d — A 22-bi: field. The raIe___bnu:-Ld. in an integer value mute: than or anal to the maximum vein: of the
P1'°8f8rn_rnux_raI: field coded in any pack of the Pl'O3mI!I Stream-|.11r:1.a3v be used by in decade: to asses! whethar it is
capahtc of tlncvuding the antim stream.

nndiojound — A 6-bit ficld. The andin__hnund is an integer in the inclusive runs: from 0 to ‘.12 and in set to a vain:
31-cam than or equal to lb: rmndmum numb: of IsOJ'.IBC_13EIi-3 and ISOIIEC 11172-3 audio uuuliu in the Pmgmn
Suurn for which the daunding processes at simultaneously Icdve. For 0:: p1.u'pou'. of this nuhcluue. lhe decoding
procm of an ISOIIBC 133135 u_r Isomzc ll172~3 audio snum la wtiv: if tho STD buffer is not empty or if n
Prcaunmiun Unit in being prawntad in the I’-STD model.

fiftdfila -The fu_=cd_nag is a 71-bit flag. set In '1-am mum npenlion is Indicated. When an: no to variable
bltrate operation is Indium]. During fixngifijfihih apamtion. the value encoded in all synern_c1u:k_raf:tnnc: fields in
'53 mlflflnlcxcd ITU-T Rec. I-[.2221] I ISOQEC 13818-2| mean shall adhm: tome foliowlng Iinaar qnalion:

§Cfl_base(t') = ((c1 - i +c2)Dl'V 300) 9923? A (2-22)

5CR_en(¢) = ((.;1 - i +c2)n:v3oo)9a3oo (2.23;

l’I'U-Tllac. rune (1995 ll.) 53
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